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MAC TIPS #60 JULY 2015
EXCELLENT DISCUSSION OF EL CAPITAN: If you want to learn more details about El
Capitan,, go to an Ars Techina’s article, “First look: OS X El Capitan brings a little Snow Leopard
to Yosemite”. One quote - “El Capitan's single most transformative feature is the overhaul given
to Mission Control.” tinyurl.com/o7e52xa.
MB
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Typical Meeting Agenda
Second Saturday of each month
See www.mlmug.org for the meeting’s topic.
9:00 - 9:05: Call to order in main meeting room.
9:05 - 10:05: Three Concurrent Special Interest
Groups (SIGs) convene in separate
rooms. The three current SIGs are:
Newer Users- We cover the most basic
questions you may have about your
Mac/iDevices and how to use them.
Multimedia - We discuss using your
Mac/iDevices and applications for
photo, video, audio, and print media.
OS - We go beyond basics to discuss
Apple’s current operating systems, using
your Macs and iDevices, and various
applications. We also have Q&A.
10:05 - 10:15: Continuation of Q&A for all attendees.
10:15 - 10:30: Welcome and other business.
10:30 - 11:50: Main Presentation (by a member or
guest)

MLMUG Email list
The Main Line Macintosh Users Group has
its own email list. Compose your letter and
email it to mlmug@yahoogroups.com and
your message will be sent to everyone on
the mailing list. Posting to this list is
restricted to MLMUG members. Contact
Bob Barton if you are a member and you are
not on the list.
Please observe rules of etiquette. See the
Yahoo Groups Terms of Service. The
MLMUG list may be used to post Apple/
Macintosh-related items for sale, but any
solicitation of members through the list is
forbidden without the written consent of a
MLMUG oﬃcer. The list is hosted at Yahoo
Groups.

LOCATION
Good Samaritan Church, 212 West
Lancaster Ave, Paoli, PA 19301, about 3
blocks west of Paoli train station. Go to
www.mlmug.org/GoodSam.html for
location map & detailed directions.

11:50 - Noon: Raﬄes and silent auctions.

Come join some fellow MLMUG members
for lunch after the meeting at a nearby
restaurant.
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New Users SIG
You don’t have to wait a whole month to get
answers to your basic Mac questions! Get
together with other members on the fourth
Saturday (i.e., two weeks after each regular
meeting) for the Startup Folder Lite.
Many new users have said that they can
learn much more from face-to-face meetings
than they do from manuals or other sources.
That’s what this meeting is all about. Go to
www.mlmug.org/sfl.html for details.

Macintosh Programming SIG/
Philly Mac Programming Group
The objective of this group is to help
members become more familiar with the
concepts of Macintosh and iOS
programming, i.e., the elements of the
Macintosh GUI, user interaction, file system,
etc., and the main Mac programming tools:
AppleScript, Java, C, and Objective C.
The Philly Mac Programming SIG meets at
10:30 AM on the first Saturday of each
month, but usually skips January and July.
Contact Deivy Petrescu, Chair, for venue
information. www.phillymacprog.org. The
next meeting will probably be at Ludington
Library in Bryn Mawr.
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Membership Information
Membership dues are $25 for individuals
and $35 for families. Memberships are
based on your anniversary date, which is
the month you joined. You will be e-mailed
reminders when membership fee is due.
If you’re just visiting to check us out, or if
you’ve been visiting for some time, but
haven’t joined, consider these BENEFITS
OF MEMBERSHIP:
• Monthly meetings, where you can
learn, share, and meet everyone from
working Mac professionals to new
Mac users from all backgrounds.
• Monthly newsletter, which is full of
interesting Mac news, tips, and
information.
• Useful free items at the monthly
Raﬄes.
• Discounts. Vendors oﬀer special
prices to User Group members.
• Web Site with 12 months of
MLMUG newsletters, meeting
information, a member directory,
directions to our meetings, and
much more! Our web site is
www.mlmug.org.
• MLMUG Mailing List, to post
technical questions or comments to
each other and the experts within
the group.
• Reviewers keep items reviewed.
Are you ready to join? Please make a
check payable to MLMUG and bring it to
a monthly meeting or mail it to:
Treasurer, MLMUG
P.O. Box 1374
Southeastern, PA 19399
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it’s amazing how many things can slow your Mac. I guess that experts can list
at least a half-dozen more.

Fixing A Slow Mac

So what do you do?

By Mark Bazrod

Today’s Actions
The quick and dirty answer is to:
1. Empty the trash.
2. Make a backup clone with SuperDuper!, Carbon Copy Cloner or Disk
Utility. Just in case a problem occurs.
3. Run CCleaner (free) or CleanMyMac ($30) to get rid of temporary and
unneeded files, such as caches, logs, cookies, browsing history, etc.
4. Run Malwarebytes or Avast (Free or $35 annually) to get rid of the bad
stuﬀ. This could take more than half a day while running in the
background.

Unfortunately, as your Mac gets older, it is going to start to run slower. It’s just a
matter of when and how much. You don’t notice it at first, but as time goes on
you start to get the feel that it’s taking longer to accomplish things. That’s the
bad news. The good news is that there are a number of actions you can take to
reduce the slowness, although I don’t think the disease is ever fully cured.
This column spells out some actions you can take to eliminate the slowness. It
used to be much more of a tedious process. Five years ago I had a list of about
25 steps I could take. But some utilities have been developed which greatly
simplify the process so you can get most of the work done very easily. There
are also some actions which can help that you should take on both a continuing
and periodic basis.

These actions should significantly reduce the problem for most users and
probably solve the problem for some. However, if you are not satisfied, then
take some of the following additional actions (listed somewhat in the order of
importance):
1. Install more RAM. It’s much faster than a hard drive, doesn’t cost very
much ($50 – $75 for most configurations), is easy to install, and is one
of the best ways to speed up your Mac.

Why So Slow?
But first, we ought to take a look at some of the reasons your Mac is slowing
down.

2. Run DiskWarrior to optimize and repair disk directories.
3. Run Disk Utility to check hard drive - repair permissions and verify or
repair disk.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The main reason is often that your hard drive is getting too full.
You don’t have enough RAM.
Too many programs or processes are open or running.
Your hard drive has too much junk in it.
Your hard drive is failing.
An intensive program, such as a virus scanner, is busy scanning your
computer.
7. Your system is processing updates or backups or performing other
maintenance functions.
8. Viruses, adware and other malware has infected your computer.
9. You have too many items in your Startup folder.
10. Your hardware is too old.
11. You’ve got an outdated OS X.

4. Update OS X and all apps.
5. Reduce your Startup Items so that you only have to open apps when
you need them. System Preferences > Accounts > Login Items tab.
However, I find that Microsoft Word and Excel tend to take a relatively
long time to load so if you are consistently using those programs and
there are electrical problems in your area which require rebooting the
Mac one or more times a day, I would manually load them after booting.
I would consider an Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) if there are
electrical problems.
6. Delete or move your Downloads folder files. Save any downloaded
installers and disk-image files you may need later to external media.
Most installers can simply be trashed without burning to disk because
you can always download them from the Web.
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7. Delete unnecessary languages. Monolingual.app. Keep English
language modules plus any others you may need.
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5. Dashboard widgets. /Library > Widgets to find the Widget folder. Drag
unneeded Widgets into the Trash.

8. Delete email attachments which can hog tons of hard drive space and
are normally saved elsewhere on your Mac. In OS X Mail, you can
remove attachments from saved or sent messages by selecting one or
more messages and choosing Message > Remove Attachments. Also,
go to User > Library > Mail > Mailboxes and see if a Mailbox has an
attachments submailbox which you can then delete.

13. Install a larger or faster (7200 RPM) hard drive.

9. Uninstall unused programs. This is a tedious and time-consuming
operation. First, decide what is the time period you use to determine
how long you will keep an app that is not being used. A month? A year?
Pay particular attention to apps for old printers, scanners, cameras,
apps that came with the Mac, and trial versions. Put them on a separate
hard drive. Appzapper.app, www.appzapper.com/. AppCleaner,
Appdelete, or CleanApp. You will probably have to run a number of
apps to see if you might need theml.

Continuing Actions

14. Reinstall everything from your latest backup clone.
15. Reinstall the operating system.
16. Buy a new Mac.

1. Periodically close and reopen browsers and other apps which take
up too much memory - A MUST.
2. Use Activity Monitor (in Utilities folder) and iStat Pro
(www.islayer.com/apps/istatpro/) to analyze which system
processes and applications are hogging system resources - A
SHOULD.

10. Consider installing a solid-state disk or an additional hard drive to hold
the operating system and at least the most used apps.

3. Unclutter Desktop. Move most items oﬀ.

11. Defragment your hard drive even though defragmentation is probably
minor because OS X has a number of automatic defragmentation
functions. See tinyurl.com/yju4f7e for more details. If you want to
defrag, I suggest Drive Genius or iDefrag.. Maybe zap the PRAM, but it
requires all sorts of work afterwards.

Periodic Actions
There are also three actions which I would perform on a periodic basis. Put the
actions on your calendar.

12. Delete unneeded app-related files.

1. Restart or reboot your Mac at least once a month to get rid of some of
the accumulating junk.

1. iTunes - Delete old podcasts, music videos, TV shows, iTune
duplicates. View > Show Duplicates. Be sure they actually are
dupes. Delete old iTunes playlists that you are not using. Disable
live updating Select playlist. File > Edit Smart Playlist and uncheck
Live Updating.

2. Run one of the tuneup utilities at least once a month or at a minimum
once quarter.
3. Empty the Trash at least weekly, assuming you trash a fair amount of
items.

2. Photos - Delete duplicate or unneeded photos. Deleted photos are
probably in Photos > Trash. Empty this trash.

Conclusion

3. iMovie - Burn final project to DVD.

A slow Mac is aggravating. The problem is fixable. Why not devote some time
to curing the problem.

4. Garage Band - If never plan to use, remove Garage Band loops.
That will recapture about 4GB. /Library > App Support >
GarageBand. Delete everything but .plist. Delete /Library > Audio >
Loops > Apple Loops for GarageBand. If you know you'll never
need iLife Sound Eﬀects for iMovie, trash that file. It's easy to move
GarageBand loops to an external drive for future use. Excellent
Macworld article.tinyurl.com/cggfwe.
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Glenn Fleishman posted the following article to macworld.com on June 15,
2015. tinyurl.com/qevocvk © IDG Consumer & SMB. He is a Senior Contributor
to Macworld and a regular contributor to the Economist, Fast Company, and
Boing Boing. He appears regularly on public radio to discuss the tech industry.
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last-century technology.” Macs account for less than 10 percent of Apple’s
revenue in the current quarter and an unknown but significant percentage of
profit, likely punching above their revenue percentage because of continued
high margins.

No, WSJ, Apple Shouldn't Kill Oﬀ The Mac

I'm a firm believer that that Apple’s fit and finish needs work on the software
side. On my personal blog, I posted a lengthy list of Yosemite and iOS 8 bugs
and implementation issues in January under the title, “The Software and
Services Apple Needs to Fix.” It received almost 200,000 views and more than
400 comments on what I thought would be just me complaining about bad
quality assurance before they let releases out the door. It resonated.

A Wall Street Journal piece that argues Apple should kill the Macintosh line
completely ignores Apple's fundamental thinking about its future.

By Glenn Fleishman
The Wall Street Journal isn’t trolling us, is it? Columnist Christopher Mims
penned an essay titled, “Why Apple Should Kill Oﬀ the Mac” (it’s behind a
paywall), and goes on to enumerate various reasons. But it ignores the elephant
—or El Capitan—in the room: Apple will never again let another company
decide its destiny.

But I fear that Mims is pushing away details like Apple’s fundamental view of
itself, its software engineering process, and its hardware development. Let’s
forget the fact that any other company would kill for the revenue, growth,
margins, and profits that the Macintosh line counts for on its own.

Mims’s thesis is that Apple is stretched so thinly, it cannot design new Macs
and produce an operating system for them while maintaining its focus on
making the best products in the world. The iPhone, iPad, and Watch suﬀer
because Macs still exist, he posits. No longer investing in “one-of-a-kind feats
of engineering like the Mac Pro” would free the company to go all-in on the
future of mobile and wearables. (Disclosure: I know Chris a little and think he’s
generally a smart fellow.)

Hardware spit and polish, software spit
Apple doesn’t have a hardware manufacturing problem. The Watch was
“delayed” in that it clearly shipped later than Apple had originally intended, and
had signaled through intentional leaks. But when it finally did ship, it emerged
as a thing of relative perfection compared to other Apple products and
especially to most other wearables.

This seems like yet another variant on the “Apple is doomed” gong that has
sounded so often that the Macalope has to pick and choose what it writes
about. Once upon a time, I thought that mythical beast would run out of
material. Now I don’t know why I ever believed that.
But Mims’ essay is more subtle and worth taking more seriously because he
believes Apple is being held back by putting resources into “being king of a

Inside the 12-inch MacBook.
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The new 12-inch MacBook is the pinnacle of Apple’s manufacturing perfection
for computers, despite people’s complaints about it bearing just one USB-C
port. Even if you hate the keyboard (and I’ve gotten used to it), it works
precisely as advertised.

pushed any envelopes; it was a design and manufacturing challenge of the sort
Apple constantly solves. And it was a “gift” to developers and professional
users, to show they were still thinking about them, which I’ll say more about in a
moment.

Apple’s hardware engineering all feeds back across its product lines. While
other firms have distinct divisions that become “silos,” in which there’s very
little cross-product interaction, one of Steve Jobs’ key managerial missions was
to prevent silos from forming. It makes micro-management from the top very
easy, but it also means that two or more parts of the company aren’t solving
precisely the same problem.

As for software, you’re not going to find me saying that all is rainbows and
unicorns. However, because of the parallel trees of development across OS X
and iOS, along with similar trees for its other products (the Airport Extreme
Base Station and Apple TV, and so on), much of the work that goes into
improving system releases is across platforms.

The 12-inch MacBook’s absurdly tiny main board and overall design is
absolutely informed by the iPad. The engineering to create terraces of batteries
in the MacBook will likely be used in future iOS devices. Apple bought a chipdesign firm and continues to acquire technology around it so that it can use its
own designs across its products.

The issues that I and others complained about in iOS 8 and Yosemite, some of
them fixed since January, are at a higher level of software development, which
consumes a much smaller percentage of the whole. Sometimes, it’s
presentation; sometimes interaction; sometimes cloud services. iCloud
problems aren’t a Mac problem, although sometimes it’s OS X that’s at fault in a
sync.

The same companies, parts, and product lines make all of Apple’s products,
and all feed back together across them. While the iPad was secretly being
designed in a lab for years before its release, the MacBook Air was strutting out
there in public solving problems that led to solutions in a mobile device.

But software troubles aren’t solved by focus. They’re solved by good
management, good processes, and enough time. Apple rebuilt its management
in 2012, leading to Jony Ive taking over interface development alongside
industrial design. This resulted in two years of software turmoil, as fundamental
engineering and top-level user experience was changed. We all cried out for a
pause, and Apple’s WWDC 2015 announcements of iOS 9 and El Captain (OS X
10.11) indicate it’s ready, too: They’re maintenance releases, with only one
major new flagship feature—in iOS. (That would be simultaneous app usage on
certain iPad models.)

Apple doesn’t drop everything to design new Macs. They fold in the lessons
learned from everything they do to make new ones. The new Mac Pro’s unique
design—some love it, some think it looks like a fancy garbage can—didn’t
gobble up massive resources at Apple. There’s nothing in the hardware that

Not having the Mac, as Mims would prefer, would have reduced some of how
thinly Apple was spread. But this transition is over, and Apple is back into a
building stage, in which it reaps the rewards of the software engineering
performed since 2012 and new hardware released in the last two years: the
Mac Pro, the 5K iMac, and the 12-inch MacBook.
This would be the worst time of all for Apple to stop making Macs.
The Mac is not a typewriter
The Mac isn’t just a flagship product, despite its reduced share of revenue, and
the reduced importance of personal computers in the universe of all computing
devices. It’s the foundation on which everything Apple is today was built. It also
remains the foundation of its longest-term, most loyal customers. Not fanboys,
but women and men who have used a Mac for 10, 20, or even 30 years
because it fits them best.

Mac Pro 5
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Yes, Apple regularly kills its darlings and pisses oﬀ its best customers. Dumping
OS 9 for the NeXT-derived OS X—a necessary and painful step. Moving from
the dead-end of PowerPC processors to an Intel architecture. Embracing
Microsoft to bring Oﬃce back to the Mac, then developing its own productivity
suite. Going all-in on “flat” design with Yosemite. Delaying a true Mac Pro
refresh for years, then producing an aesthetically pleasing high-performance
system. Releasing a laptop with—get this—one port!

JULY 2015

Mims is right that Apple has a lot to fix. Despite its confusing Apple Music
launch, WWDC showed that the company is dedicated to that task by putting
the brakes on, and maturing, its three platforms—iOS, OS X, and watchOS.
Focus is great, but the Mac isn’t as much of a distraction as Mims wants it to
be. Apple’s problem right now seems to be software and services execution,
with more trouble still on the cloud side than fundamental on-device issues in
iOS and OS X.

Those core users were mostly the ones who bought the first iPhones, because
no other smartphone platform worked well with the Mac. They bought the first
iPads, because they liked the iPhone. It’s only in the last three years or so that
Apple’s mobile audience has grown largely outside the universe of Mac owners.
Killing the Mac means a stake through the hearts of tens of millions or more
users who grew up with that computer. It means walking away from thousands
of software companies, including key partners like Adobe (part of the WWDC
keynote).

Mims suggests of the Mac line, “Apple doesn’t need this revenue.” That seems
misguided. In terms of the ecosystem and goodwill alone, there’s a large halo.
But beyond that, Apple will never again make the mistake of giving any other
company the power to veto its future.
The Mac will abide so long as Apple doesn’t lose its way.

But let’s pretend that even that isn’t important, and Apple could weather it.
Apple will never again cede its future to other firms’ control. It’s why Apple
makes its own chips, buys industrial-manufacturing firms that create special
tools which it puts into its assembly partners’ factories, and even blows a wad
of cash on a failed attempt to generate more sapphire screens.

SPEAKER ROSTER FOR
MLMUG'S 2015 MEETINGS

And it’s why it has its own computer platform: 100 percent of software
development for the iPhone, iPad, and Watch (and Mac apps) occurs on Macs.
There’s no other way to assemble software for those devices. Even with the
highest-end Mac hardware currently available, developers strain against the
amount of time it can take to compile and test builds, whether in Mac-based
emulators or when cross-loaded onto a developers’ test devices.

January 10
February 14
March 14
April 11
May 9
June 13
July 11
August
September 11
October 10
November 14
December 12

The Mac, at some level, is a highly profitable developer-platform division that
happens to also serve consumers and businesses.
Apple abandoned its Xserve rack-mounted server lineup years ago, and even
though its still oﬀers OS X Server, it’s a very thin product compared to what
most businesses need. Apple refocused on consumer, education, small
business, and a few large companies that either let employees bring their own
computers, choose a platform for their desktop, or require Macs as a business
choice.
What’s more, graphics and video professionals represent a significant portion of
Apple’s highest-revenue and highest-margin Mac sales, and also, not
surprisingly, have disposable cash that they just might be using to buy iPhones,
iPads, and Watches.
Forward in all directions?
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iTunes University & New Website
Ben Romney & Deivy Petrescu
Lightroom - Bill Achuﬀ
Become Your Own IT - Sue Czarnecki
FileMaker Pro - Marc Adler
Mac Security - Mike Inskeep
Picnic
Recess - Good Sam Construction
Recess - Summer
MLMUG University - Member Presentations
TBA
Bob "Dr. Mac" LeVitus
Holiday Party & More
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Bob LeVitus posted the following article to macobserver.com on June 16 2015.
http://tinyurl.com/q5j9tzk © The Mac Observer. Bob is the author of more than
75 books, a computer columnist for more than 15 years for the Houston
Chronicle, and Mac expert, par excellence. He writes a weekly column for The
Mac Observer and is one of my favorite authors and speakers.

Note the redundant tech: An AppleTV, an iPad, and a MacBook are all running
the keynote. Why? It has been my experience that one or more of the delivery
mechanisms will fail during the presentation. With three devices (four if you
count the iPhone in my pocket) all within arm’s reach, I won’t miss a word
unless the whole feed or my Internet connection goes kablooey.

Dr. Mac’s Thoughts On WWDC

That being said, all the tech turned out to be overkill; this keynote streamed
beautifully on whichever device I happened to be looking at for the entire two
hours and 25 minutes.

By Bob LeVitus
Dr. Mac’s Rants & Raves - Episode #127

OS X El Capitan Revealed

As you may recall, Apple kicked oﬀ its annual Worldwide Developer Conference
in San Francisco last week with one of the longest keynotes in recent memory
— nearly two and a half hours — oﬀering up a roadmap for the next
generations of its three major operating systems, namely OS X, iOS, and
watchOS. The whole aﬀair was streamed live by Apple and available on Apple
TV, iDevices, and any other device with a decent Web browser. But before I give
you my thoughts on all the stuﬀ Apple revealed, here’s how I watch an Apple
keynote:

First up was OS X El Capitan, the next generation OS for the Mac. Just as
Snow Leopard improved on Leopard and Mountain Lion all but perfected Lion,
El Capitan (named for a peak in Yosemite National Park) will focus on improving
Yosemite. I’m glad there are no big marquis features — like Handoﬀ, Continuity,
or Mission Control — this time around. Instead, like Snow Leopard and
Mountain Lion, El Capitan will focus on making everyday activities faster and
easier.
Two other things got my attention. First, the Finder finally gets some love with
new window management tools called Split View and Spaces Bar, both
designed to make it easier to manage the plethora of windows that constantly
clutter your screen.
The second is that Safari will have a global mute button! That means when a
web page starts spewing noise at you, you can silence it with a click even if you
don’t know which window or tab is making the noise! You can even quickly find
the window or tab that's making the noise.
Also of note is that El Capitan will include Metal, Apple’s advanced graphics
acceleration technology introduced in iOS 8, which will provide up to 50%
faster system-level rendering and a smoother, more fluid experience overall.
Finally, El Capitan will sport dozens of refinements such as swiping to delete a
Mail message (as you can in iOS) and the ability to resize and move the
Spotlight window at long last.
iOS 9 Revealed
Next up was iOS 9, which is aimed at making your devices more intelligent and
proactive via powerful search tools, proactive assistance, and improved Siri
features. The best part: Unlike intelligent assistants on other platforms, Apple
makes it happen without compromising your privacy.
A big deal for some is the Maps app gaining public transportation information
for major cities. Sadly, my town (Austin, TX) isn’t on the list. Yet. The Notes app

Dr. Mac’s First-World Guide to Watching a Streaming Apple Keynote
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Then There Was “One More Thing…”

now accepts graphics and PDFs and includes finger sketching and checklists.
The News and Wallet apps replace the Newsstand and Passbook apps
respectively. And Apple Pay will gain support for Discover, store reward, and
additional credit and debit cards.

After 90 minutes, Tim Cook took a page from the Steve Jobs playbook and
uttered those immortal words… “We do have one more thing…” It was, of
course, Apple Music, the new subscription music service with 30 million
streaming tracks, a live radio station, humanly-curated playlists, deeper Siri
integration, and more.

The best part, at least for me, were the slick new multitasking features for
iPads: Slide Over, Split View, and Picture-in-Picture. They do what it sounds like
they do and I expect them to make it much easier to be productive on an iPad.

I'm looking forward to all of these improvements and I'm tickled that, for a
change, the focus is on making existing features better, faster, and easier to use
instead of adding even more new features that work intermittantly (I'm looking
at you, Handoﬀ...). The show was a little long -- especially the Apple Music
segment -- but overall I give it a B+. And for those who keep track of such
things, this keynote was also notable for:
• The best keynote video ever (Backstage)
• Ending Phil Schiller's streak of 50 consecutive keynote appearences. I
kind of missed him.
• The first keynote with a presenter who wasn't a dude (and not just one,
but two).
• The first WWDC keynote since Steve Jobs' passing to feature the old,
"There is one last thing..." trick.
If you missed it live, you can still watch the keynote on YouTube (assuming you
have 144 minutes to spare). And if you’re wondering when you can get your
hands on all these wonderful updates, here's the timetable:
•

iOS 9’s iPad Split View with Safari on the left and Maps on the right.

Apple Music will be available on June 30.
Free three-month trial; after that it's $9.99 a month (single user) or $14.99
(family plan for up to 6 members).

watchOS 2 Revealed
After the iOS 9 reveal came watchOS 2, the first major software update for
Apple Watch, bringing third-party watch faces and complications, expanded
communication capabilities for Mail, Friends, and Digital Touch.

•

Public betas of OS X El Capitan and iOS 9 will be available in July.
Suﬃce it to say that once you’ve installed a beta operating system on a
Mac or iPhone, it can be diﬃcult to revert to the previous version. Beta
means pre-release but it also means “possibly riddled with bugs.” Only
install a beta OS on a device you don’t mind erasing.

The big deal for developers (after all, this their conference) are new APIs that
provide access to key Apple Watch technologies like the Digital Crown, Taptic
Engine, and complications. So, third-party Apple Watch apps will start sucking
less.

•

Final versions of El Capitan and iOS 9 are set to arrive in the fall.

And that’s all he wrote…

Finally, the big news for non-developers was that the Apple Watch operating
system is now oﬃcially known as “watchOS,” with a lower case “w” and a
capital “OS.”
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already made into a bootable El Capitan installer drive
does not matter, either will work just fine

The following article was posted to osxdaily.com on Jun 15, 2015. tinyurl.com/
oanbv7k. © OSX Daily. Try the site. Lots of tips and good info

How To Install OS X El Capitan Safely To New
Partition & Dual Boot Yosemite

• Finally, you’ll want to be certain the Mac can run OS X El
Capitan, the system requirements are fairly forgiving but
double-check anyway
So you backed up and meet all the requirements, you’re ready to go. We’ll
partition the drive, then install OS X El Capitan onto that new partition. By the
way, if you are using a bootable installer drive, you can perform this partitioning
process directly from there.
Creating a New Partition & Installing OS X El Capitan to Dual Boot the Mac
1. Open Disk Utility and select the hard drive you wish to partition from the
left side menu (often called “Macintosh HD”
2. Click on the “Partition” tab
3. Click the [+] plus button to create a new disk partition on this volume, give
it
an obvious name like “El Capitan” and resize it accordingly

Mac users who choose to dabble in early releases of OS X El Capitan will find
that dual booting the release alongside OS X Yosemite or OS X Mavericks is a
better solution than simply updating their primary OS X installation. One easy
way to do this is to partition the Macs hard drive and install OS X El Capitan
onto that new separate partition, this will insure that OS X El Capitan 10.11
remains away from the stable build of OS X 10.10 or 10.9, and allows the user
to boot between the Mac OS releases as they see fit.
Before beginning, you will need the following:
• Suﬃcient hard disk space available to partition the drive in
question, and install OS X El Capitan onto that new partition (at
least 40GB free is recommended, with a minimum of 20GB for El
Cap – do not let either Mac OS X install run too low on available
disk space as performance will greatly suﬀer)
• Back up the Mac with Time Machine, do not skip this,
partitioning a Mac and installing new operating systems has
some degree of risk and you do not want to be in a situation
where you incur permanent data loss simply because you did not
back up. Thus, complete a back up first.
• The OS X El Capitan installer, whether that’s running directly
from the /Applicaitons/ folder as downloaded from Apple, or
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4. Click on “Apply” to create the new partition, and confirm when requested
that you wish to partition the target volume, let the partition finish creating
then quit out of Disk Utility.

6. Select “El Capitan” (or whatever the drive partition you created was
named)and choose “Install”, let the installation finish and the Mac will
reboot automatically into OS X El Capitan when done.
Now that OS X El Capitan is running on the alternate partition but the same
Mac, you can easily switch between the two startup drives operating systems
by rebooting and holding down the OPTION key – this opens the startup
manager before OS X loads, allowing you to choose between which version of
Mac OS X you wish to run. For example, if you have OS X El Capitan running on
the same Mac that is also running OS X Mavericks, or OS X Yosemite (or both),
you can easily switch between them by rebooting and selecting the intended
boot partition on system restart.
This is a great way to safely test out OS X El Capitan without interfering with a
more stable release of OS X that is running on the same Mac. In a much similar
manner, you can also install OS X El Capitan onto a completely separate hard
drive, or even an external drive, as long as it’s bootable and that you select it
within the installer app target.
If at any point you wish to delete El Capitan and reclaim the disk space, you
can do so back in Disk Utility by removing the El Capitan partition, but just as
before, don’t skip the backup process first.

5. Launch the “Install OS X El Capitan” application, agree to the TOS,
and when the drive selector shows up, click on “Show All Disks”
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Tim Brookes posted the following article to makeuseof.com on June 13, 2015./
tinyurl.com/o78mry5. © MakeUseOf. He is Mac and iOS editor for MakeUseOf
and lives in Melbourne, Australia.

What’s New In OS X 10.11 “El Capitan”? (And How To
Try It Yourself)
By Tim Brookes

These may seem like meaningless numbers attached to mundane tasks, but if
performance has picked up similarly elsewhere, it’s possible you’ll notice a
performance increase this time round. That’s rare because it’s commonly
accepted that each upgrade introduces features which generally slow your
computer down.
Another area where performance is set to soar is with Apple’s implementation
of their console-level core graphics technology, Metal. The company is touting
a 40-50 percent increase in system-level graphics rendering, which could
seriously improve Yosemite’s occasionally laggy performance. A 10x increase in
draw call performance (the time it takes the hardware to draw an object called
by the graphics API) should improve gaming performance too.

Better Window Management
You should know the drill by now: every year Apple announces new desktop
operating system in June, and by the end of October, it’ll be ready for us all to
play with. The latest release takes its name from the iconic Yosemite vertical
rockface, El Capitan.

When your desktop becomes cluttered, your workflow becomes ineﬃcient.
Apple has taken a leaf straight from Microsoft’s book and finally added an
“aero-snap” feature of its own which allows you to pin two windows side-byside just like iOS 9’s new Split View mode.

While the changes don’t seem that big on the surface, there’s a lot going on
under the hood that could make this incremental upgrade one of the most
significant to date. Here’s what Apple is adding to OS X in October.

In fact, it’s called Split View here too, and it allows you to grab an app, drag it to
the top of the screen and then position it alongside another app without
creating mess. The division in the center can be altered depending on the app
you’re using, so you can set up Safari with a small TextEdit window for notes or
check oﬀ songs on a Reminders list while you add them to your iPhone in
iTunes.

Improved Performance
El Capitan is an incremental upgrade rather than a major release (that was
Yosemite, with its new flat UI and bold colors). Most features added by Apple
are improvements of past technologies, and that should mean a smoother,
more pleasant user experience in general.
Apple is throwing some numbers around to back this up, like the fact that apps
now apparently launch 1.4 times faster than in Yosemite, that switching apps
and displaying messages in Mail are twice as fast as before, and that PDFs now
open at four times the speed in Preview.

Mission Control itself has also been revamped, with a new view that places
each window on a single layer, without any stacking or overlapping. In fact, you
don’t even need to head to Mission Control to organise your spaces any more
— just grab the window, head to the top of the screen and wait for the desktop
organiser interface to pop-up.
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Tying in with the iOS 9 revamp, Notes gets a big overhaul and can now handle
to-do checklists and note attachments too. This allows you to pin photos,
videos, documents, audio recordings, web addresses and even locations to a
note. It’s not quite Evernote, but it’s a big step up and it syncs for free with all
your other Apple devices over iCloud.

Last of all, while it’s not a window management feature it’s bound to be useful
— shaking your mouse from side to side will now cause it to swell to giant
proportions so you can easily find it, particularly handy if you use lots of
monitors.

A Better Spotlight
Spotlight was overhauled during last year’s major revamp of OS X, and this year
it’s getting smarter still with the addition of natural language. That means you
can talk to Spotlight as you would Siri, by typing as you would speak. It should
allow you to issue commands like: “Pages document I worked on yesterday
about iOS 9,” or “emails from Jackson last week.”

Apple’s Safari web browser gets a few small tweaks including the ability to pin
and mute individual tabs, two features that most other browsers have by now.
It’s also possible to use AirPlay with web video now, which means rather than
mirroring your entire screen you can choose just to share the embedded video
with your Apple TV instead.

Spotlight also adds some new sources of information, including the weather
conditions and forecast, stock prices, sports news like scores, fixtures and
league tables and web videos from sources like YouTube.

In other, less interesting changes, Maps gets mass transit information allowing
you to get more accurate walking, subway, train, bus and even ferry directions
in cities like London, Berlin and New York (with more set to be added) along
with an easier way of sharing the route you just planned on your Mac with your
iPhone.

Improved Apps
Apple hasn’t introduced any brand new apps to El Capitan’s included software,
but it has made some large changes to existing apps. Most of these changes
are designed to complement the improved window management tools, with the
introduction of Split View opening up a world of productivity options to users.

Photos is probably the least interesting app to receive an update, adding third
party editing tools (like filters and eﬀects) and a long-awaited “sort by date”
feature but probably not fixing the fact that you can’t easily edit your originals
with an external editor any more.

Mail in particular has seen some changes, starting with an improved full-screen
mode (which is good because it’s currently a bit useless). Also new are iOSstyle prompts that check your incoming mail for phone numbers or calendar
invites and oﬀer to add them to your contacts or schedule. Another feature
ported from iOS is the ability to swipe horizontally on a mail message to quickly
mark an email read or unread (swipe right) or to delete an email quickly (swipe
left).

New Fonts & Better Unicode Support
El Capitan comes with a few new fonts, and sees the system-wide font change
to San Francisco, developed for use on the Apple Watch to be highly readable
at a glance. If you’re bilingual or learning Chinese or Japanese you’ll also see
improvements to El Capitan’s handling of these character-based languages.
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Japanese input has also been dramatically improved, with enhanced
vocabulary and language engine that automatically transforms Hiragana into
written Japanese as it is typed; and four new fonts.

Try It Out For Yourself
Chinese users will see the new Ping Fang font and find that whether they use
simplified or traditional Chinese the OS will better remember word choice,
includes an enhanced prediction engine and provides access to frequently
updated vocabulary lists. Inputting characters via the trackpad has also been
improved, allowing for multiple characters in a row.

If you’d like to try out the pre-release for yourself, OS X has a public beta
program. Simply head to Apple’s Beta Software Program and sign in with your
Apple ID and you’ll be notified how to participate in the beta. Remember that
beta software is unfinished and buggy, so it might not be the best idea to install
the beta on your main work machine.
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Edward Mendelsohn posted the following article to pcmag.com on June 15,
2015. http://tinyurl.com/ogttr6r. © Ziﬀ Davis, LLC. He has been a contributing
editor at PC Magazine since 1988 and writes extensively on Windows and Mac
software.
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performance. I'll also mention some other subtler, changes that you might not
notice at first, but that make the OS easier to work with.

Spotlight on Spotlight
A few of the new features are still works in progress, and I wish Apple had
changed some things that I think went wrong in Yosemite's visual design, but
overall the new version looks set to be another entry in Apple's long string of
OS X successes. The enhanced Spotlight now responds to queries like
"documents created in November," "Yankees roster" or "weather tomorrow."
The same natural-language smarts are built into Mail's search box, so you can
search for "messages I ignored from Dave" or "messages with attachments
from Colin" or "messages I replied to from Sean" (though "messages from Sean
that I answered" doesn't currently work). Also, you can now drag Spotlight itself
away from the center of the screen to anywhere you want it, which is a small
but very handy modification.

Apple OS X El Capitan Developer Preview
By Edward Mendelsohn
PROS
Coherent and consistent. Tightly integrated apps. Improved
performance, most notably in Mail. Tight integration with iOS. Improved
Notes app stores data in all formats and makes it easy to find.
Convenient new split-screen feature.
CONS
Split-screen window management not fully polished in this preview.

Windows Management Enhancements

BOTTOM LINE
The latest version of Apple's OS X is less of a paradigm shift than
Yosemite was, but El Capitan still oﬀers impressive performance and
functional enhancements.

Until now, OS X has lagged behind Windows in window-management features
like the ability to drag application windows to diﬀerent edges of the screen to
make them either fill the screen or snap into a split-screen layout. El Capitan
adds these features, but in a way that's less annoying than Windows' habit of
snapping windows into new configurations when you don't want them to. For
example, you can make an app full screen by dragging it to the top of the
desktop, but—unlike Windows, where the app instantly opens in full screen
even when you don't want it to—you have to drag the cursor all the way to the
top of the top-line menu and hold it there to show OS X that you really want to
switch to full-screen mode.

El Capitan is Apple's name for its new version of OS X, oﬃcially numbered
10.11 and scheduled for release this fall. The upcoming release is a free
upgrade to any recent version of the OS, including the current one, which is
named Yosemite. El Capitan is a rock formation in Yosemite National Park, and
the name is Apple's signal that the new version is an incremental upgrade to
the current one, not a massive overhaul—as Yosemite was last year. But while
El Capitan may not be a huge upgrade, it's still got a lot of improvements, in
terms of both performance and functionality.
The real-world El Capitan has an almost vertical rock face that only the most
expert climbers can conquer, but the operating-system El Capitan presents an
almost-flat learning curve for anyone who already uses OS X. The only bumps
on the trail are some new window-management features that take a few
minutes to get used to, and even those bumps may get flattened by the time
Apple releases a public beta in July. Note that this preview is based on an early
developer beta that already runs smoothly and—as Apple claims—notably
faster than Yosemite.
El Capitan's enhancements can be divided into four main categories: an
improved Spotlight search with Siri-like natural-language abilities; new windowmanagement conveniences; a completely overhauled Notes app with flexible
features like those in Evernote and Microsoft's OneNote, and new features in
Safari, Maps, and Mail (including iOS-like gestures in Mail); and enhanced
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Also, you can now open Mission Control (with a four-finger upward swipe or a
function key) and drag application windows into the thumbnail images of one or
more desktops in the "Spaces Bar" at the top of the Mission Control screen.
Drag one app window, then a second app window, into a thumbnail, and you
get a split-screen desktop containing both apps, with a drag-able border
between them that lets you change their relative sizes. This feature (which
resembles a new split-screen option coming to iOS 9) will presumably work
more smoothly when the El Capitan public beta is released. Right now, it
confusingly lets you drag windows into the Spaces Bar, but doesn't let you drag
them out again. Instead, to return an app from split screen to the normal
desktop, you have to click on its green full-screen button.

JULY 2015

documents that you've attached to your notes, so you don't need to navigate
to the right note to find the item you're looking for—you just choose it from the
browser.
Safari and Photos
Safari gets pinned tabs in El Capitan. A two-finger click on a tab opens a menu
that lets you choose "Pin Tab." and a small icon appears at the left of the tab
bar so you can click on it in the future to open the page. Tabs that play sounds
get a mute button (resembling a hidden feature in Chrome), and you can mute
multiple tabs by clicking on a mute icon in the search bar. The AirPlay feature
that sends music or video to an Apple TV box now works with HTML5 video in
Web pages.

Notable Notes
The new Notes app looks a lot like the old one, but works more like Evernote or
OneNote. You can use the Export button on apps like Safari, Maps, or Keynote
to save (for example) a map or Web page to a new note or an existing note. A
thumbnail image gets created along with a link to the page. You can drag a
message from Mail into a note and create a link that opens the message.

The Photos app—notably faster than the initial OS X version recently added to
Yosemite—gets the ability to edit image locations and lets third-party
developers create filters and other extensions that plug directly into the app.
Mail and Maps
Mail gets message-management via swipes to delete a message or mark it
unread, as in iOS, and, if you use Mail full-screen, you can now compose
multiple messages in a tabbed interface. Improved intelligence in the messagereading window now lets you click a button to create a calendar event when a
message mentions a meeting, flight, dinner, or anything else that looks like an
event that you might want to schedule. One welcome innovation changes the
way large messages are downloaded and listed in the message list, so you
won't be annoyed (as I often am) by clicking on a message header and then
waiting for the content to appear.

One useful feature lets you select some text, click on the Font button in the
toolbar and convert the text into a checklist, with open circles next to each
item; click on the circle when you're ready to mark the item as done. A flowerlike icon that looks like the icon for the Photos app opens a photo browser that
lets you add a photo to a note. A toolbar button leads to a tabbed browser that
displays all the photos, videos, sketches, maps, web links, audio, and
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Maps gets transit information that's better-presented than similar information in
Google Maps, but limited to a small number of cities in the western hemisphere
—though 300 cities in China are already included. I'm very impressed with the
New York transit features, which show exactly where to find subway entrances
and elevators. When you click on a subway station, an information card pops
up showing other transit lines accessible from that station. Directions (in New
York City, at least) are clear and concise, and it you'll be able to easily send
them to an iPhone, too.

JULY 2015

Unfortunately, that doesn't change the blinding blue color of the Finder's folder
icons to something easier to look at. Fortunately, you can download my own
muted versions of the default folder icons, with installation instructions, on a
page I posted here. And maybe someday Apple will tone down that blinding
blue and make the folder icons look as good as everything else in OS X.

Still the Best?
El Capitan is available only to registered developers, not to the public. A free
public beta will begin in July. If it's anything like the public beta of Yosemite last
year, it should be stable enough for moderately fearless users to install on their
working machines. When El Capitan is released in the fall, it will be oﬀered as a
free upgrade in the OS X App Store.

Pedal to the Metal
Apple claims to have enhanced El Capitan's speed, and the results were
obvious in my limited hands-on testing. Apps like Mail and Photos snap open
far more quickly than before, and PDFs display without annoying delays. In
addition, Apple is talking about a new software technology called Metal that will
make more eﬃcient use of GPU processing power for faster drawing and more
detailed games, though you won't see the eﬀects until developers incorporate
Metal into their software. While all computers that can run Yosemite will also be
able to run El Capitan, the extent which your computer experiences a speed
bump will depend to some extent on the hardware you're running; my
understanding is that El Capitan will deliver the greatest speed increases to
systems using SSDs.

As for the competition, Windows 10—now only a few weeks away from its
public release—makes massive improvements on Windows 8.1, restoring the
Start Menu and toning down the "Metro" apps that filled the screen when you
didn't want them to.
Both operating systems are still in beta, but, based on the existing code, OS X
remains the most convenient and cohesive of all consumer-level operating
systems, and the best integrated with its corresponding mobile OS. We'll be
back with further reports on El Capitan (and Windows 10), but, in the meantime,
we're glad to see a release that adds real improvements to what was already
the best-designed OS available.

There are some changes on the purely aesthetic side, too. Yosemite and iOS 8
changed the system font from the long-established Lucida Grande font to a
typeface called Helvetica Neue that suﬀers from a kind of hipster cool that
makes it boring and characterless to look at to look at. El Capitan replaces
Helvetica Neue with a livelier font called San Francisco (no relation to the
ransom-note-style font with the same name that came with the oldest Macs),
first seen on the Apple Watch. This font has some impressive built-in smarts.
For example, when it displays the time (as in 10:23), the colon is raised slightly
so it's vertically centered between the two numbers, but when the same font
displays text, the colon takes its normal position on the same baseline with
letters. It's a subtle eﬀect, but typical of Apple's typographic care.

The MLMUG Book Library
The MLMUG Board has, after extensive discussion, reluctantly decided to
discontinue the MLMUG Book Library because of lack of demand for
borrowing books.

Other small but nifty improvements include an option to hide the menubar
automatically until you move the cursor to the top of the screen—just like the
long-established option to autohide the Dock. The context menu for files finally
gets a Rename item. And, for expert users, the Disk Utility now shows a diskusage chart like the one in iTunes that shows what's on your iPhone or iPad
disk.

In September and October we will place the books on the Donation Table.
Please try to leave your donation with Elliott Cobin, our Treasurer. All
proceeds go to MLMUG.
For a listing of the books, go to www.mlmug.org/mlmugsecure/
BookLib.html.

My Recommended Tweaks
El Capitan, like Yosemite, is more garish-looking than I like. The first thing I do
after installing El Capitan and Yosemite is go to System Preferences, open the
General tab, and, next to Appearance, replace Blue with Graphite.
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Justin Meyers posted the following article to wonderhowto.com in June 2015.
tinyurl.com/ppybxww. © WonderHowTo.com. He is an editor at WonderHowTo
since 2008 and lives in California.
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If you don't know how to access Mission Control, just use a three-finger swipe
up on your MacBook's trackpad. Alternatively, for computers without a
trackpad, you can use the default keyboard shortcut Control + Up Arrow. You
can also set a custom keyboard shortcut in System Preferences, as well as
create hot corner access for it.
How to Initiate Split View, Method 1
The easiest way to start Split View mode is by hold-clicking on the green
expand window button until you see the Split View option come up. From there,
you just snap the window to the side of the screen you want and release. Then,
you'll see Mission Control, where you can select the second app you want.

How To Use Split View Mode In Mac OS X 10.11 El
Capitan
By Justin Meyers
Catching up with Windows 8, Apple has finally included a way in Mac OS X to
use two apps side by side in full screen view. In the 10.11 El Capitan update,
it's called Split View, and it works fairly well for the most part. It's not quite as
intuitive as it should be, but easy enough once you get the hang of it.
Below are some of the tricks to using Split View, as well as troubleshooting info
if you can't get it working in the OS X 10.11 Developer Preview.

See YouTube video: youtu.be/o2XKeRvdrhU.
How to Initiate Split View, Method 2
The second way is to enter full screen mode in the first app you want to use
Split View with. You can do this either using the menu bar or using the keyboard
shortcut, Control + Command + F. Then enter Mission Control and drag
another app's window to the top of the desktop spaces area. This is where all
apps in full screen mode appear. Drop the app on top of the one you want and
click on the new pair to enter Split View.

The Mission Control Layout
Before we get into actually activating Split View mode, let's quickly go over the
new Mission Control layout, since it plays an integral part in the new
multitasking feature.

See YouTube: video:youtu.be/cQLg0rRJcr8.

When you enter Mission Control, all windows are now separated, which is a
slight change from Yosemite where windows for the same app were cascaded
behind each other. Additionally, there is a new spot up top for desktop spaces,
which is where apps in full screen view reside, as well as ones in Split View
mode.

How to Initiate Split View, Method 3
The third way to enter Split View mode uses Mission Control entirely. Just drag
any app you want up into the desktop space. This will make it use full screen
mode. Then just drag another app on top of it like you did in the other method
above.
See YouTube video: youtu.be/mKEOKWRDYR0
How to Resize Windows in Split View Mode
Just click and drag on the black bar separator. It couldn't be any easier than
that. The app that's not in the foreground will blur while you make the change.
See YouTube video: youtu.be/gQSCfdlTZAY
How to Exit Split View Mode
Getting out of Split View mode is very easy—just use the Escape key. You could
also exit full screen mode using the menu bar or Control + Command + F. To
remove the other app from the desktop space in Mission Control, you have to

The new look of Mission Control in El Capitan.
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be in the app and exit full screen mode using the menu bar or either Control +
Command + F or the Escape key, depending on the app.
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However, you can use third-party apps with stock Apple apps together, as long
as the stock Apple app is chosen first. For instance, I can drop Chrome on top
of iTunes but I can't drop iTunes on top of Chrome.

See YouTube video: youtu.be/Vwr6tFno9Q0
Troubleshooting Split View in the El Capitan Beta
Like all new software, Split View mode has a couple bugs in the Developer
Preview. Here are some of them, and what to do if you experience them.

And obviously, not all apps will work anyway. Those without full screen options
will not work, and others might not, too.
Problem #3: Not All Computers Work
While I was able to use Split View on a Mid-2010 MacBook Pro and newer
iMac, some people have not gotten it to work. Make sure to try all of the
methods outline above before giving up. Hopefully this gets fixed in the Public
Beta. Also, a user on iMore said he had to enable "Displays have separate
spaces" in the Mission Control settings, so that might work for you.

Problem #1: The Green Button Doesn't Work
The green button shortcut doesn't work on all apps. Oddly enough, iTunes
would not work for me, but Chrome and Safari would. Simply use one of the
other methods to initiate Split View then.
Problem #2: Not All Apps Work
If you use one of the alternative methods to enter Split View mode, you can't
use two third-party apps together. That means you can't use Chrome and
Opera side by side. It also means you can't use one Chrome window and
another Chrome window side by side.

Don't Have El Capitan Just Yet?
If you don't have access to Mac OS X 10.11 just yet, you can still work with two
diﬀerent apps or windows side by side. You just need to install a third-party
app. More info here.
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The iPad mini 2 has a retina display and an A7 64-bit processor, so I was able
to test some multitasking on it. Multitasking in iOS 9 encompasses three
features called Slide Over, Split View, and video Picture in Picture. Split View is
only available on the iPad Air 2, which features what has been Apple's most
powerful mobile processor, the A8x.

Apple WWDC: Making iPad Truly 'The Computer For
The Rest Of Us'

Slide Over and Picture in Picture worked beautifully on the Mini 2. Apple has
devised what is probably the most convenient UI mechanism to get into its
multitasking mode: a simple swipe from the right edge of the screen. Picture in
Picture worked surprisingly well on the Mini 2, which I didn't expect.

By Mark Hibben
Summary

Apple's intimate knowledge of its 64-bit processors, combined with long
experience with building true 64-bit operating systems for them, has put Apple
out in front of Google's (NASDAQ:GOOG) (NASDAQ:GOOGL) Android in
multitasking. A recent article in Ars Technica demonstrated the state of
multitasking in Google's next generation Android M, debuted at their recent IO
developers conference. Unlike iOS 9, Ars Technica found that multitasking in M
just didn't work.

• Apple unveiled new multitasking capabilities for iPad in iOS 9.
• Based on testing the iOS 9 beta on a couple of iPads, multitasking appears
to “just work”.
• With iOS 9, Apple has positioned the iPad to be what the Mac only aspired
to, the “computer for the rest of us”.
iOS 9 did not turn out to be the incremental improvement that many were
expecting prior to WWDC. Instead, it is an almost complete rebuild that is faster
and more eﬃcient, while adding a host of new capabilities. The most important
new capability is multitasking, which takes advantage of Apple's
(NASDAQ:AAPL) leadership in 64-bit mobile processors. iOS 9 positions Apple
to challenge Microsoft (NASDAQ:MSFT) for dominance of personal computing.

There are a host of other improvements that Apple has made, but let me just
mention one of them that I found very intriguing, since it bears on iOS as a
productivity platform. Android has long had mouse cursor capability for devices
equipped with a track pad or an added on mouse. Likewise, Windows 8 has
this built in.
Why would you want this for a touchscreen device? Sometimes, it turns out to
be the most convenient user input mechanism, especially when working with
text. If you've tried to perform text selection or editing on a touchscreen, you
know what I mean. Even though iPad has more than suﬃcient processing
power to support editing text documents, and has numerous apps for that
purpose, it's a cumbersome chore on the iPad that I only use for emergencies.

Developer Perks
My assessment of iOS 9 is based on direct experience using it for the past
couple of days on a pair of iPads I keep for development and testing purposes,
an iPad 2 and an iPad Mini 2. The most immediate evidence of the rebuilding of
iOS is in the install size of the OS, which has shrunk from over 4 GB to about 2
GB in the beta. Apple is promising that this will be down to 1.3 GB by the time
of the public release.

Apple's new built in on screen keyboard tries to solve this by transforming into
a track pad. Pressing two fingers on the keyboard puts it into track pad mode
and a text insertion cursor appears on the screen, which can be moved using
track pad mode anywhere on the screen. In this mode, I was able to select and
edit blocks of text much more easily.

The iPad 2 was never really very happy with iOS 8 and it seemed to get bogged
down on even simple things such as web page loading. iOS 9 has given the
iPad 2 a new lease on life, and the "it just works" feeling has returned. It
appears that the issues many observed with Wi-Fi performance and the Safari
browser have been resolved in 9.

Apple has resisted any form of "convergence" in its rather dogmatic antiWindows 8 stance. But some convergence will be required to compete with
Windows 10 tablets as productivity devices. Track pad mode may be a baby
step in the direction of convergence, but some convergence is inevitable.

Not surprisingly, the new multitasking features of iOS 9 are unavailable on iPad
2. It appears that only Apple iPads running Apple's first and second gen 64-bit
processors will get the benefit of multitasking. If anyone has any doubts about
the value of 64-bit processors for mobile devices, these doubts should now be
laid to rest.

As I pointed out in my WWDC preview article, multitasking on the iPad is
another example of convergence, once again driven by competitive pressure
from Windows tablets. This competitive pressure will only intensify with
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Windows 10, and new generations of Windows 10 tablets running Skylake Intel
processors.
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As I have pointed out elsewhere, the A8X achieved rough performance parity
with the base Core M found in Apple's MacBook with Retina Display. The A9
will have to do much better, since Skylake represents a redesign of the
Broadwell microarchitecture, although it will still be fabricated on Intel's 14 nm
node.

Market Prospects for iOS 9
After reflection, the conspicuous absence of multitasking for iPhone seems a
little odd. Granted, split screen mode might be pretty useless for iPhone, but
Slide Over and Picture in Picture would probably work just fine, certainly on the
iPhone 6 Plus in landscape mode. The A8 processors in the latest iPhones
would support these modes, just as the A7 does.

The A7, being Apple's first 64-bit processor, represented a significant
architectural advance over its previous ARM based processors, as well as a
significant advance over the first generation generic 64-bit processor designs
from ARM (NASDAQ:ARMH) itself (Cortex A57). Apple will need a similar jump
in performance to be competitive with Skylake, but it has demonstrated that it
is capable of such advances.

Although it wasn't discussed at the conference, I believe these features will be
coming to the next generation of iPhones, at least for the Plus size. This will
give iPhone a huge advantage over Android smartphones and sustain iPhone's
market share gains through the rest of the calendar year.

The Battle to Come

Likewise, the rudimentary state of multitasking in Android M suggests that its
deployment will significantly lag that of iOS 9, leaving Apple's next generation
devices unchallenged during the crucial December quarter. I look for Apple's
next generation iPads to pick up market share at the expense of Android
tablets and finally post some y/y sales gains in the December quarter.

The competitive landscape for iPad has shifted dramatically in the past year.
Android tablets are no longer the threat. Windows 10 is now the real threat to
iPad, just as personal computing has become the real opportunity. A decisive
battle looms between Apple and Microsoft in this important personal computing
space.

How the next generation iPad, especially the much rumored 12+ inch iPad Pro
will fare against Windows 10 tablets is a more diﬃcult problem. iOS 9
multitasking closes an important gap that has existed. Well, almost closes,
since Windows 10 will allow more than 2 apps to be open in split screen and
will even support resizable Windows.

The battle will be decisive because tablets and phablets are becoming the
personal computers "for the rest of us," assuming the role that the original Mac
only aspired to. I wish I could say that the outcome of this battle is not in doubt,
but it is.

How well an iPad or iPad Pro will do against Win10 tablets may come down to
how well Apple's next generation processor, dubbed the A9, stacks up against
Intel's (NASDAQ:INTC) Skylake. The A9 will feature the Samsung (OTC:SSNLF)
14 nm process, so it will be much more competitive in terms of energy
eﬃciency than Apple's processors have been up until now.
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ne of the things that makes users of older iOS devices cringe every time a new
OS comes out is finding out whether they'll be able to run it (or, even if they can
run it, whether it makes sense to do so). Generally, Apple abandons support for
devices a couple of generations old to make room for cutting-edge
technologies.

8 Reasons You're Going To Love iOS 9
By Sam Costello

But since iOS 9 is less focused on the cutting edge and more on improving the
overall experience, there's good news for users of older devices.

In past years, the arrival of a new version of the iOS has been about major new
changes and the debut of crucial new features. When looked at that way, iOS 9
may seem like a disappointment. It doesn't seem to oﬀer many major, sexy
breakthroughs. But that doesn't mean it won't be a valuable update.

IOS 9 will run on devices as old as the iPhone 4S and the iPad 2. In the case of
the 4S, that's three generations and 4 years old, while the iPad 2 was released
in 2011, putting it four generations behind.

While its features aren't as flashy as some previous versions of the iOS, the
under-the-hood changes and subtle improvements may end up making a major
diﬀerence in the lives of everyday iPhone users.

Apple has solved another problem in iOS 9: updating the operating system on
old devices. Installing updates to the OS used to require over 4 GB of free
storage space, something that's not always available on devices with only
16GB (or, gulp, 8GB) of total storage. In iOS 9, you'll only need 1.8 GB of
available space to update. That should be much more doable for users of older
devices.

Read on to discover the 8 key features that should make iOS 9 a winner.

Transit Directions in Maps

Better Security & Privacy

While Apple's Maps app has gotten pretty close to Google Maps in terms of
driving directions, when it comes to other ways to get around—especially using
mass transit—Google Maps is still the app to beat. That may change with iOS
9.

In fact, I bet that a lot of iPhone users are going to like iOS 9 a lot more than
they expect.

One of the biggest advantages of the iPhone over other smartphones is
security. The iOS is built in such a way that it's very hard for it to be attacked by
viruses and hackers (unlike, say, Android, which has over 95% of all the viruses
on smartphones).

In this version of the OS, Apple Maps finally gets support for mass transit
directions and schedules, including subways and busses.

With iOS 9, that's going to get even harder. That's because Apple has added
features to iOS 9 that will prevent key, low-level and sensitive files in the iOS
from being modified by practically anyone, raising the level of security of these
files (and possibly making life a lot harder for jailbreakers), among other security
improvements.

Support won't be hugely widespread at launch—expect to only get directions in
major cities like New York, London, Toronto, Berlin, Chicago, and Shanghai at
first—but with time, more and more cities will be added, making Apple Maps
even more useful.
Proactive Assistant

Even more than that, Apple drew some sharp comparisons between it and its
rivals, especially Google, in terms of how it uses customer data. Apple
repeatedly pointed out that it won't be harvesting personal data from Siri
searches, what's read in the new News app, and other services. While it still
collects aggregate information, it says it won't associate data with your Apple
ID to build user profiles and sell that information.

One major advantage Android has had over iOS in recent years is Google Now,
a voice-activated intelligent system for searches and performing tasks. Apple
had Siri, but Siri isn't nearly as sophisticated and powerful as Google Now.
Proactive Assistant, one of iOS 9's major new features, aims to change that.
The assistant learns how you use your iPhone and tries to predict your behavior
and save you time.

That's more than a lot of tech companies can say.
Better Older-Device Support

For instance, the Proactive Assistant will start playing music when you plug
headphones into your phone. It can also survey traﬃc conditions and
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dynamically adjust alerts to let you know when you need to allow more time to
get where you're going.
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changes may seem small, sometimes it's the small tweaks that end up meaning
the most. Here's a quick overview of the new or improved apps you'll find in
iOS 9:

It delivers suggested apps, contacts, and businesses based on your location
and Spotlight searches. We'll see if Proactive Assistant can give Google Now a
run for its money, but it sounds like a major improvement over previous
versions of Spotlight and Siri.

News—Imagine the social-media and news-reading app Flipboard as a builtin iOS app and you'll have a decent idea of what News does. It doesn't seem to
support social media as much, but it makes it easy to follow publications and
topics, to discover new content, and to view it all in an attractive, easy-to-read
layout.
Move to iOS—Switching from one smartphone platform to another isn't
easy. It's usually a matter of backing up all kinds of data, crossing your fingers,
and hoping you don't lose anything crucial. Apple is making that process easier
and more reliable with Move to iOS, an app design to help Android users
become iPhone users. The app runs on both iOS and Android and helps users
wirelessly transfer contacts, photos, videos, DRM-free music, and many other
kinds of content to make the move simpler.
iCloud Drive—Apparently hidden by default, but there if you know where to
look, iOS 9 delivers an app for managing your files in iCloud Drive.
Notes—The slightly boring Notes app gets a lot more useful in iOS 9. In it,
you can draw directly into notes, insert photos, create checklists, and more.
CarPlay—Apple's product for in-car computing, CarPlay, hasn't made much
of a splash since its debut in 2013. Lots of car companies pledged support for
it, but not many cars are rolling out of dealerships with it on board. That may
change with iOS 9. With it, CarPlay can integrate with apps created by car
companies, meaning that you won't have to switch back and forth between the
car's main information system and CarPlay. Add in wireless support and Apple
might start getting some traction here.

Low-Power Mode
Every iPhone user needs to squeeze as much life out of their phone's battery as
possible. For years, I've tried to help them do that with my tips on how to
extend iPhone battery life, but Apple is doing something much better in iOS 9
with its new low-power mode.

Smaller Apps
Running out of storage space on your iPhone or iPod touch? Then iOS 9 is
going to make you really happy because apps running on it is going to take up
less space and free it up for you to use.

When you turn this mode on, your iPhone's battery will extend its life by up to 3
hours. It stands to reason that this will happen due to the iPhone disabling
some features and services, but if you're in a jam, that's a tradeoﬀ worth
making.

Apple understands that storage is at a premium and data limits are tight for a
lot of users, so it's giving developers three tools to slim their apps down. The
tools are:

Apple hasn't shared too many more details of Low Power Mode yet, but if you
still struggle with your battery, it's enough to know it's coming.

App Slicing—Previously, apps had to have graphics, support for diﬀerent
processors, and other files that worked for every device they ran on. So, if the
app worked on an iPhone 5 with a 4-inch screen, the iPhone 6 with its 4.7-inch
screen, and the 6 Plus with the 5.5-inch screen, all of which also have diﬀerent
resolutions and diﬀerent processors, every app needed to include 3 sets of

New and Improved Built-In Apps
Beyond all the new features and fixes, iOS 9 is bringing big improvements to
some apps and introducing us to completely new ones, too. While these
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graphics and related files. That took up a lot of space. With this change,
developers will still include all files when they publish their apps to the App
Store, but when you download an app, your iPhone will tell the App Store what
it is and you'll only download the files your device needs. That should cut app
file sizes substantially.
On-Demand Resources—For some apps, you won't need to download all
elements of the app to start using it (think about a game in which you only
download the first few levels); as you progress, the parts you need will
download on the fly.
Bitcode—Not something that the everyday user will care about (or maybe
even understand the details of; it's really just for developers), but Apple will
automatically reduce the size of apps when users download them by applying
App Slicing even if the developer didn't implement it in their app.
Public Beta
Ever wanted to get your hands on the latest version of the iOS before all your
friends? You can do that, but you'll have to spend US$100 a year to become a
registered Apple developer. Even after you do that, you still have to go through
an installation process that isn't simple for the average person.
Well, come July you can forget about all that. That's because Apple will be
starting its first-ever public beta program for the iOS.
Under the program, anyone with a compatible iPhone can register for the
program, download a beta version of iOS 9, and install it.
Installing beta software can require a tolerance for risk—there will be bugs,
some of them could be serious—but it will let you stay a few months ahead of
the rest of the iOS world.

The Joy of Tech is reprinted with the permission of Nitrozac
a n d S n a g g y. P l e a s e v i s i t t h e i r We b s i t e ,
www.geekculture.com, and check out their great Mac T-shirts,
caps, beanies, buttons, posters and other paraphernalia.
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In its continued sniping at Google and other tech giants who don’t have
hardware-based business models, Apple emphasized that all information
gathered would be anonymous. Even when information about your location or
other personal data is necessary, it won’t be associated with your Apple ID, but
will instead use a randomized identifier. Nor will any such data be linked to
other Apple services or shared with third parties.

iOS 9 To Add More Intelligence And iPad Multitasking
By Josh Centers

The iPad Levels Up -- For years, Apple has largely ignored the larger screen of
the iPad, encouraging slightly diﬀerent interfaces, but otherwise treating it as a
big iPod touch. That’s no longer the case with iOS 9, as Apple will finally start
taking advantage of the iPad’s larger screen. (And you have to think that this
may be a prelude to an even larger iPad to be released simultaneously with iOS
9.)

At its Worldwide Developers Conference today, Apple announced iOS 9, due
“this fall,” with features designed to make iOS more eﬃcient, more intelligent,
and better suited to working on the iPad. Many of Apple’s built-in apps are
enhanced as well.
iOS Gets Intelligent -- Perhaps most interestingly, iOS 9 will be much smarter
than iOS 8. This starts with Siri, which Apple claims will be more accurate and
capable, to the point of performing complex searches on your device. For
example, you could say, “Show me photos from my 2014 trip to San
Francisco.” You’ll also be able to tell Siri to remember what the current app is
displaying. For instance, if you were researching a trip destination in Safari, you
could say, “Remind me of this tonight.” Or if you were looking at a Maps
location, you could tell Siri to remind you about it when you get into your car.

For those who have long cursed the diﬃculty of editing text on the iPad, text
selection sees a huge improvement in iOS 9. You will be able to place two
fingers on the screen to enable a “trackpad mode” that lets you select, edit,
and move text. (Early reports from beta testers indicate that this will also be
available on the iPhone 6 and iPhone 6 Plus.)
The keyboard also sees welcome improvements. A new Shortcut Bar is
integrated with the QuickType bar, enabling you to easily cut, copy, paste, bold,
or italicize text, plus insert images. Third-party apps can customize the
Shortcut Bar. In addition, physical keyboards will be able to switch between
apps and initiate searches, and third-party apps can integrate their own
keyboard shortcuts. iOS 9 will reveal those shortcuts when you press
Command, Option, or Control.

Apple seems to have dropped the Spotlight name. Instead, search is just called
Search, and is integrated with Siri. It will also once again be accessed by
swiping to the right on the home screen, as opposed to swiping down in iOS 7
and 8. As with the enhanced Spotlight in OS X 10.11 El Capitan (see “Snow in
Yosemite: Apple Introduces OS X 10.11 El Capitan,” 8 June 2015), iOS 9’s
Search can show sports scores and schedules, weather forecasts, stock prices,
and conversions. Most important, it will be able to search within apps, and
developers will be able to create their own search hooks. In essence, if Siri can
do something, chances are iOS 9 Search will be able to do it as well.
When you open Search, it will oﬀer “Siri Suggestions” of relevant people and
apps. It will also make suggestions for nearby places and news relevant to your
location.
A number of features are being rolled into what Apple calls your “proactive
assistant.” iOS 9 will observe your usage patterns and suggest apps on the
Lock screen that you may want to open at particular times. It will also
automatically suggest music and podcasts when you plug in headphones,
based on your location and time of day. iOS 9 can also automatically create
calendar events from email messages, even going so far as to tell you when
you should leave to arrive on time, based on traﬃc and walking time. Finally,
the new version of iOS will scan your email in an attempt to identify calls from
unknown numbers.
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Perhaps the most important new development for the iPad is in multitasking. A
new task switcher displays big full-screen app previews, which is nice, but
what’s really interesting is that you will be able to work with multiple apps at
once, thanks to three new technologies: Slide Over, Split View, and Picture in
Picture.
•
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•
Picture in Picture: While watching a video or using FaceTime, you will
be able to press the Home button to scale down the video to a corner of the
screen. You can then use other apps while still watching your video, which can
be moved and resized. For most situations, Picture in Picture probably won’t
enhance your productivity.

Slide Over: In iOS 9, you will be able to slide in another app, without
leaving the one you’re in. For example, you could slide in your Twitter
timeline while browsing the Web, or jot down a quick note.

These features may encourage many people to replace old iPads, since they’ll
require an iPad Air, iPad Air 2, iPad mini 2, or iPad mini 3; Split View goes
further, working only on the iPad Air 2.
•

News, Notes, and Maps -- iOS 9 pulls the plug on the long-unloved
Newsstand, replacing it instead with a new News app, which displays articles in
a beautiful, friendly format, with support for videos and animations. You will be
able to follow both individual publications and broad topics, with over a million
topics to choose from. (Newsstand becomes a normal folder, which you can
finally delete.)

Split View: In this view, you can have two apps open at the same time,
side-by-side, and adjust how much of the screen each one takes.

Apple is inviting all publishers to share their content on News, not just media
titans. If you run a blog or publication, you can sign up for News Publisher, as
we have. The system is currently based around RSS, with a special Apple News
Format coming in the future. We’ll see just how tightly Apple tries to control
what appears in News; will the company attempt to mimic what it has done in
the App Store and the iBooks Store?
The Notes app sees a huge upgrade with iOS 9. Notes will include more
formatting options, such as headers and lists, including checklists. You’ll be
able to attach photos to notes, and even draw sketches inside notes. Notes will
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also be available in the Share sheet, so you can send a URL to a note. And all
of this will be synced between your devices via iCloud; the Mac version of
Notes in OS X El Capitan sees a similar update.
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Apple is so dedicated to everyone using iOS 9 that they’re introducing a way to
migrate your data from Android. The upcoming Move to iOS app will wirelessly
and securely upload your contacts, message history, photos, videos,
bookmarks, email accounts, wallpapers, and even DRM-free songs and books
to iCloud. Move to iOS will suggest alternatives for your free apps, and add
paid app equivalents to your iTunes Wish List.

Urban dwellers will be thrilled to see that Maps in iOS 9 will feature transit
directions. However, it will be available in only the following cities at launch:
Baltimore, Beijing, Berlin, Chengdu, Chicago, Guangzhou, Hangzhou, London,
Mexico City, New York City, Philadelphia, San Francisco, Shanghai, Shenzhen,
Toronto, Washington D.C., Wuhan, and Zhengzhou. Apple promises 300 more
cities to follow. Like Search, Maps will also oﬀer nearby suggestions in its
search screen.

The Rest -- Here are a few random new things we noticed about iOS 9 —
please let us know about others in the comments!
•

Apple Pay and Wallet -- Passbook is being rebranded as Wallet in iOS 9, and
reward cards will be integrated into Apple Pay. Initial partners include BJ’s
Wholesale Club, Dunkin’ Donuts (take that, Starbucks!), JCPenney, Kohl’s,
Panera Bread, and Walgreens. More retailers are also supporting Apple Pay,
including Baskin-Robbins, JCPenney, Peet’s Coﬀee & Tea, and Trader Joe’s.

The Apple Watch’s San Francisco typeface is the new system default,
except for body text.

• Photos features a new scrubber to move quickly through photos.
• HealthKit will track new things, like hydration, UV exposure, and
menstruation.

Apple Pay is also coming to the UK in July, with 250,000 supported locations at
launch.

• HomeKit will be able to work with home security systems and sensors for
things like carbon monoxide. It will also enable you to access your smart
home devices via iCloud.

Apple also announced a number of new Apple Pay partners. Discover will join
Apple Pay this fall, Square is launching a new reader that will support Apple
Pay — a boon for small businesses! — and Pinterest is launching a new
“buyable pins” feature that will enable users to purchase pinned items directly
from Pinterest with Apple Pay.

• CarPlay will support automaker apps that can control car systems, it will
support more types of screens, and future cars will be able to use CarPlay
wirelessly. We’re waiting to see it show up in any cars you can actually buy.

Increased Eﬃciency at the Core -- Although these aren’t the sexiest features,
Apple has done a lot of work to make iOS 9 more eﬃcient at its core. Anyone
who has suﬀered from an iPhone running out of juice at an inopportune time
will appreciate an extra hour of typical use, simply from more eﬀective use of
power. On top of that, iOS 9 will introduce a Low Power mode, which can
automatically turn oﬀ features to extend the iPhone’s battery life by up to three
hours. Also in iOS 9, the ambient light and proximity sensors will be used to
prevent the screen from turning on when the device is face-down on a table.

• Developers receive three new frameworks: GameplayKit, which controls
artificial intelligence; Model I/O, which controls the lighting of 3D models;
and ReplayKit, which allows users to record and share gameplay videos.

Helpfully, Apple is also making the iOS 9 update require less free space to work
around the problem experienced by users who couldn’t update to iOS 8 without
resorting to iTunes. iOS 9 will require only 1.3 GB, as opposed to the monstrous
4.6 GB download of iOS 8. On the security side, iOS 9 will oﬀer six-digit
passcodes and two-factor authentication.

•

• Apple is launching Swift 2, with more features, but the big news is that
Swift is being open-sourced, with libraries for iOS, OS X, and Linux. (For
more on Swift, see “Swift: Who Is Apple’s New Programming Language
For?,” 12 June 2014)

All of these foundational improvements will benefit every user of iOS 8, since
iOS 9 will support the exact same devices.
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I still don’t know what caused the problem, but neither Time Machine nor any
disk utility I tried could fix it—and the hardware itself was, as far as I could tell,
just fine.
When my backups become suddenly inaccessible for unknown reasons and I’m
oﬀered no solution but starting over, that sort of diminishes my faith in the
software.

Why I Don’t Rely On Time Machine
By Joe Kissell

Then yesterday, Morgen’s laptop, which backs up to a completely diﬀerent
destination (a Time Capsule), displayed yet another error message: “Time
Machine completed a verification of your backups on ‘Zora’. To improve
reliability, Time Machine must create a new backup for you. Click Start New
Backup to create a new backup. This will remove your existing backup history.
This could take several hours. Click Back Up Later to be reminded tomorrow.
Time Machine won’t perform backups during this time.”

In Backing Up Your Mac: A Joe On Tech Guide I say quite a lot about Time
Machine, the backup app built into OS X. On the plus side, Time Machine is
incredibly easy to use—and it’s oﬃcially supported by Apple. (It’s also the best
way to restore individual contacts and email messages in Contacts and Mail,
respectively.) Lots of people use Time Machine because it requires essentially
no thought or preparation. You can plug in a properly formatted external drive,
click one button, and get a full backup of your Mac, updated automatically
every hour.
I used to be a big Time Machine fan, because anything that makes backups
easier greatly increases the likelihood that people will use it.
But not so much anymore.
In fact, I still use Time Machine, but not exclusively. I don’t depend on it
anymore, and I’d like to give just two recent examples to illustrate why.
A couple of weeks ago, not long before my new book was published, Time
Machine displayed the following helpful error message on my Mac: “Time
Machine couldn’t complete the backup to ‘Backup Drive’. Unable to compete
backup. An error occurred while creating the backup folder.”

Huh. So, diﬀerent message, but the same end result. Time Machine was
informing her that, eﬀective right now, her Mac would stop backing up and if
she wanted it to continue, her only choice was to start over from scratch.
Golly. Now, for us, all of this was a minor irritation, because Time Machine isn’t
the only software we use for backups. We also use CrashPlan (see Why I prefer
CrashPlan for online backups) and Carbon Copy Cloner, not to mention notquite-backup cloud services such as Dropbox. So we could wipe and restart
our Time Machine backups without worrying that we’d lose any crucial data—
there are plenty of other copies.
Huh. The Time Machine preference pane suggested that I try again later, and I
did, with the same result. Since there was an error creating a folder, I guessed
that the disk might have some errors, so I ran Disk Utility. Sure enough, there
were errors, but Disk Utility couldn’t fix them. Neither could DiskWarrior. Or
TechTool Pro. So I was left with no choice but to reformat the disk and start
over from scratch.

But if Time Machine had been our only backup solution, we would have been in
a pickle.
So, word to the wise: use Time Machine if you like, but if you do, make sure you
have other backups too. Until Apple makes some serious progress on Time
Machine reliability and transparency, it’s not worthy of your trust.
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With all these options available to create notes, you should be able to find a
method that works for you. Evernote have recently purchased Penultimate, so
we expect to see the ability to make notes with a stylus come to Evernote soon.

How To Use Evernote To Enhance Your Productivity
And Improve Your Understanding Of Medicine

Tags are one of the more powerful features of Evernote. When you create/edit a
note, you can add or remove tags. These are keywords associated with your
note which link notes on diﬀerent subjects (very similar to Twitter Hashtags). An
example would be to tag any notes that have instructions on how to carry out
physical exams ‘Exam’.

By Tom Lewis
Readers of the iMedicalApps forums will have seen that Evernote was rated
particularly highly by a number of commenters when asked ‘How do you use
mobile technology to help with your studies’. As a result of this, I was
encouraged to try Evernote out for an extended period and see what impact it
could make upon my learning.

Now while the note for a cardiovascular exam and a knee exam would be
located in diﬀerent notebooks, clicking on the tag ‘Exam’ would show both
notes. This is useful as it allows you to build up a very powerful search
database which is accessible on the go.

I am pleased to say that I have now had enough time to explore Evernote and
can now highly recommend it as one of the best note taking apps for medical
purposes.

One of the potential weakness’s in Evernotes notetaking abilities is its handling
of PDFs. Currently it is not possible to annotate or edit PDFs attached to a
particular note. Instead, I recommend using one of our top PDF notetaking
apps and then using the ‘share’ button to open in Evernote which will create a
new note with the PDF as an attachment.

So without further ado…

What is Evernote?

Another alternative which is quite handy is to use
your Evernote email address. When you sign up for
an Evernote account you are given an email address
which will automatically add anything sent to it. The
easiest way to do this is to add this address as a
contact in your address book and title it Evernote
(see screenshot). Then it is quite simple to forward
anything to this address by simply typing ‘Evernote’
into the “To” field.

Evernote is an app available on a wide range of devices including Desktop,
Web, Android, iPhone, iPad, Blackberry, Windows 7 that allows you to ‘Capture
anything’. The idea is that you can make and save notes on the go and add a
variety of media to each note. Each note is part of a notebook.
There is an excellent search function whereby you can search by keyword, tag
or even printed and handwritten text inside images. Evernote is constantly
synced and backed up to the cloud. There is a free version with a limited
upload capacity and premium version which gives you significantly more
upload capacity.

The free version of Evernote, only allows access to
online notebooks which means that you need to
have internet connectivity in order to view your
notes. Upgrading to the premium version of
Evernote removes this limit and allows you to store
oﬄine notebooks.

How can I use Evernote in day to day practice?
The genius of Evernote is its integral cloud sync and ability to access notes
from anywhere. Evernote has numerous applications for healthcare
professionals and is flexible enough to be adapted to everyones individual
needs.

When it comes to creating notes on Evernote, there is a considerable range of
options available including text entry, photos, attachments, audio recording,
location based information, calendar link, email and tags.

What I describe below is the method which I have found to be most successful:
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When you first set up Evernote, I would set up a series of Notebooks and
Notebook Stacks. A Stack is a fancy way of saying a collection of Notebooks. I
have created a Stack for Medicine and a notebook for each subject area within
it. I have also created a ‘holding’ notebook where any notes I make throughout
the day will be synced.

6. Can be integrated with study card apps to turn prose notes into quick flash
cards to test oneself

In daily use, I create a new note everytime I see a
patient, have a discussion with one of the doctors,
attend a lecture or encounter any new medical
situation that I haven’t seen before. I make the title
of the note the topic and then make brief notes
which are appropriate to the situation. This can
include things such as key signs and symptoms or
perhaps a clinical pearl of high yield information.

Evernote and sharing

When it comes to revising, it is possible to print/export notebooks or convert
them into PDF for reading later.
Evernote has a number of robust sharing features which enable you to
eﬀectively export and share your documents. It is possible to share individual
notes via email or social media such as Facebook or Twitter.
However, a more robust use for physicians is the ability to share complete
notebooks over Evernote’s network. Michelle Lin is an Emergency Department
physician who has created a series of short evidence-based pocketcards which
review common Emergency Department concepts and provide tips for the
bedside management of patients.

Using the advanced features of Evernote, it is
possible to record audio or even take photographs.
Obviously, it is important to check hospital policy
and obtain consent before taking any photos and
be very wary of recording any patient identifiable
features/data (more on that below).

Her public Evernote notebook can be downloaded by following the instructions
below.
1. Go to the public link:
http://www.evernote.com/pub/michelleclin/paucisverbis

As I go through the day, I often end up
accumulating anywhere between 5-15 notes. As Evernote stores all this
information in the cloud, it automatically downloads itself to my computer when
I turn it on. I then go through each note and ‘fill it out’ using information from
wide range of sources including UpToDate, textbooks, lectures and any other
sources of information. Building my notes the evening that I first learnt/
encountered a particular topic means that I reinforce the learning that I did
before.

2. In the upper right corner, click on the “Link to my Account” icon. This
should create a PV folder in your list of “Linked Notebooks”. This will require
you to sign-in to Evernote, if you have not already.
3. After you update your Evernote app, your mobile device will now list
“Shared notebook” as a new folder in your list of Notebooks (see image above).
All of my PV cards should appear in this folder now.

Finally, I also sort the days notes into their respective Notebooks. The idea
being that I can then switch to any particular Notebook and instantly access all
the notes I have made on that topic.

Evernote and security
As with any cloud based document storage system, it is important to be
mindful of security. Evernote is NOT HIPAA compliant and so should not be
used to store patient identifiable data. Evernote only encrypts information when
it is being transmitted and is stored on servers in plain text form. As a result,
any sensitive data eg social security numbers/scans of important documents
should definitely not be stored on Evernote.

Having electronic notes are advantageous over traditional paper notes for a
number of reasons:
1. They can be searched using the inbuilt search function or robust tag
mechanism
2. There is no danger of losing them as they are stored oﬀsite in the cloud
3. can be edited retrospectively and constantly updated
4. It is easy to include a range of media including photos, mindmaps, videos
and more
5. They can be easily shared with other people

Evernote Trunk
One of Evernote’s strengths is its integration with a wide range of apps and
physical devices. The Evernote Trunk is the name given to all the add ons that
improve the Evernote user experience.
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Is Your Data Safe in Evernote?
http://michaelhyatt.com/is-your-data-safe-in-evernote.html

Particular add ons that I highly recommend are shown below:
Evernote Peek

How to Use Evernote as a Blogger
http://michaelhyatt.com/how-to-use-evernote-as-a-blogger.html

Evernote Web Clipper
How to Find Your Stuﬀ in Evernote
http://michaelhyatt.com/how-to-find-your-stuﬀ-in-evernote.html

There is also a range of hardware which integrates with Evernote. While I have
not personally used these, devices such as the LiveScribe pen certainly
appear interesting.

7 Evernote Resources You May Not Know About
michaelhyatt.com/7-evernote-resources-you-may-not-know-about.html

Great Evernote resources

Likes:
All notes stored in the cloud for easy access from a range of devices
Multiple devices supported
Range of add ons to improve Evernote experience
Powerful search feature using tags and regular search
In-app browser to open regular docs such as .DOC, .PPT

The following list of links are taken from Michael Hyatt’s blog where he has
written a number of posts showing users how to get the most out of Evernote.
If you want to become an Evernote power user, then I highly recommend you
take the time to read them.
How to Organize Evernote for Maximum Eﬃciency
http://michaelhyatt.com/how-to-organize-evernote-for-maximumeﬃciency.html

Dislikes:
PDF support can be lacking at times as no basic annotation features
Export feature is not the easiest to use
Diﬃcult to add images to desktop app

How to Use Evernote If You Are a Speaker or Writer
http://michaelhyatt.com/how-to-use-evernote-if-you-are-a-speaker-orwriter.html

Conclusion:
Evernote is hands down a fantastic resource for medical professionals
everywhere. If you fully engage with Evernote and use it to its potential then you
will rapidly build up a very comprehensive set of notes.

How to Use Evernote with a Traditional Paper Notebook
michaelhyatt.com/how-to-use-evernote-with-a-traditional-papernotebook.html
How to Use Evernote with an iPad to Take Meeting Notes
http://michaelhyatt.com/how-to-use-evernote-with-an-ipad-to-take-meetingnotes.html

NEEDED
New Product Reviewers. If you

How to Email Your Documents Directly to Evernote
http://michaelhyatt.com/how-to-email-your-documents-directly-toevernote.html
How to Scan Documents Directly into Evernote
michaelhyatt.com/how-to-scan-documents-directly-into-evernote.html

want to obtain a free Macrelated application, hardware, book, accessory, or training package, all
you have to do is review them for the MLMUG Website and Newsletter.
Just contact Maria Arguello, our Vendor Liaison, at arguello10@verizon.net
with the product’s name and the vendor’s URL. She will try to get you a
review copy. You keep what you review.

How to Get Your Stuﬀ into Evernote
http://michaelhyatt.com/how-to-get-your-stuﬀ-into-evernote.html

Photographers for the MLMUG Photo of the Month
column. You don't have to be a professional photographer. Contact our
Graphics Editor, Sally Bazrod, at sallybazrod@mac.com.
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get filtered as spam. Think of each as a strike against the message. Too many
strikes, and the message is judged as spam.
Of course, not all characteristics are created equal: one type of characteristic
might be a stronger indicator of spamminess than another. Nor do they stay the
same over time: spam topics come in waves and are very reactive to current
events. For example, a word that was completely benign in email last year
might be an indicator of spam tomorrow.

What Do Spam Filters Look At?
Spam filters can be incredibly sophisticated or very simple. I'll look at some
of the characteristics of email that spam filters can check.

So just what are these “characteristics” I keep talking about?

By Leo A. Notenboom

In no way is this a comprehensive or oﬃcial list, but these are the types of
things that spam filters can look for.

Someone commented to me that his spam filter was pretty useless since the
spam he was receiving kept coming from diﬀerent email addresses. The
implication was that this person believed that the “From:” address is the only
thing that spam filters check.
While that’s possible, it’s also very rare.

The From: line
Yes, it is possible to block spam based on the “From” line alone. This is
particularly helpful when you’re dealing not with spam, but with someone or
some entity that is emailing you from a consistent address.

These days, spam filters are incredibly complex and sophisticated pieces of
software that check much more than you might think.

Spam doesn’t work that way. Each spam message is likely to come from a
diﬀerent email address.

Your Mileage May Vary
I have to start this discussion by pointing out that there is no single spam filter,
no single spam-filtering technique, and no single spam-filtering set of rules.

That being said, it’s possible that a spam filter might have a list of names and/or
email addresses that contribute to a message’s probability of being spam.
One test that spam filters can perform is to look for this:

How the spam filter works on your email may be very, very diﬀerent than how it
works on mine. As we’ll see in a moment, when it comes to large email
providers, that’s almost guaranteed to be the case.

From: someone@somerandomservice.com <askleoexample@hotmail.com>
This “From:” line has both a display name and an email address. (More on that
in the article Why is an email address sometimes in angle-brackets?) They both
look like email addresses, and they don’t match. That’s a common
characteristic of spam. (This only works if the display name actually looks like
an email address.)

So be clear that there is not some set of rules, or things that will, or will not,
cause email to be marked as spam. If there were such a set of comprehensive
and public rules, spammers would just follow them anyway, making them
ineﬀective the moment they were instituted.
It’s all about probability
Even the word “rules” is technically incorrect.

The To: and Cc: lines
The same “display name versus email address” check applied to the sender
can be applied to every recipients’ email address.

There are no guarantees when it comes to spam. There’s no magic rule that
once broken is guaranteed to place an email into a spam folder. Instead, we’re
talking about a much fuzzier concept: probability.

Other checks on the recipients might include:

What we can look at are the characteristics of email that either add to or reduce
the probability that a message is marked as spam.
Any single characteristic, by itself, is typically not enough to make a
determination. Taken in combination with other characteristics, however, a
message that shows multiple characteristics of being spam is probably going to
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• HTML mail. Because HTML email can be abused in many ways to mislead
the recipient, simply sending a message in HTML format is a sign of
possible spam. It’s not much of a sign, since so many messages are HTML
these days, but taken in conjunction with other characteristics, it can count
against a message.

Are there any recipients at all? Spam often appears with a blank To: or
Cc: line.

The Subject: line
I’m sure that there’s often a list of the current collection of common spammy
subjects that increase a message’s chance of being filtered as spam. A
message having no subject at all, I’m sure, is on that list.

• Images. Email messages with images are common in spam, and thus can
act as a sign of spam. In particular, email that is only an image, or email
that is mostly images – geared to try to trick you to “display images” – can
be red flag.

Similarly, words that are currently common in spam message subject lines
could count against any message that happened to use them.
Grammar counts. Not as much as the body, which I’ll discuss in a moment, but
to some degree. Many legitimate subject lines are grammatically incorrect, but
most spam subject lines are. Spelling, unusual spacing, or capitalization of
words can also have a negative eﬀect.

• Spacing. This is somewhat obscure, but I see it used a lot: the top part of a
message body might be an explicit call to action for some spammer’s goal.
But since it’s so clearly spammy content, they add a number of blank lines
to the message and append non-spammy, often random, content at the
end. The idea is that the presence of non-spammy content might tilt the
balance in favor of the message not being spam, when it obviously is.

Language – both in word choice as well as the set of characters used – can be
a signal of spam. If a message originates in an English-speaking country, and is
destined for an English-speaking country, seeing it in a foreign language, or
seeing foreign characters in the message, could be a clue.

Unseen headers
By now, I’m sure you’ve heard about the “headers” in email that you don’t
normally see. These are lines (much like the To: and Subject: lines) that include
a bunch of technical information about how the email was
routed and formatted, and in many cases, what a spam filter might have
thought about it.

The message body
The actual body of the message is where things get interesting, and almost
magical at times. This is where the phrase “looks like spam” really applies at its
fuzziest since what looks like spam to one person might not look like spam to
another. Spam filters fight this battle every day.

As you can imagine, spam filters can analyze some of the headers for clues.
The most interesting is what I’d call the “chain of custody”.

Just a few of the issues spam filters might look for in the message body
include:

The chain is nothing more than a sequence of information that looks something
like this:

• Just a link. A very common phishing attempt of late is to send just a link in
the email body, particularly when the message can be made to originate
from a hacked email account. People, trusting that the sender is indeed one
of their contacts, will often blindly click the link.

• I’m server A, and I got this message from server B to be delivered to my
customer, someone@somerandomservice.com.
• I’m B and I got this from C.
• I’m C and I got this from D.
• I’m server D, and I originated this message.

• Spammy topics. As you can imagine, there are topics – say, related to
body enhancement, for one example – that are very common in spam, and
very likely to be filtered as spam.

Each of those steps is identified with an IP address and often a name. Now,
while we can’t use an IP address to identify a specific source or person (and I
have many articles on the topic), there are generalizations about the IP
addresses in the chain of custody that can aﬀect the probability of that
message being spam.

• Grammar and spelling. No, you and I are not perfect in this regard, but
most spam is worse. The quality of the actual writing can be factored in as
a sign of potential spam.
• Language and character set. Just like the subject line, messages in
languages that are foreign to both the sender and the receiver are a
possible sign of spam.

• DNS. DNS maps names to IP addresses. So, if “server D”, for example, has
a name, does it match the IP address? If not, that’s a strike against it.
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Better yet, is there any name associated with the IP address at all? If not,
that’s typically a serious issue and sign of spam.

Sophisticated email filtering systems can then use that specific email message
(that you said is spam) to do two things:

•IP location. Does the location of the IP address that the message came
from (“server D”) match where the email address supposedly exists? Email
from your local ISP’s domain, for example, should never originate from a
server in a foreign country.

•Analyze it to see what characteristics it has, and update the things that the
filter looks at to check for spam for everyone. For example, if large numbers
of people are marking a specific message as spam, then the filter tries to
take that message’s characteristics into account as it does the analysis I’ve
been talking about above.

•IP ownership. Does the source IP address of that message actually match
the servers that are supposedly sending for that domain? For example, if
that’s a message from a Gmail account, did it originate on a Gmail server?

•Use those same characteristics – perhaps a little more aggressively – to
update the spam filter specifically for you. The net result is that you end up
with a spam filter customized to your indication of what is and is not spam.

•Chain of custody. Is the chain broken? For example, if the line “I’m C and I
got this from D” wasn’t present, then the message somehow appears to
have hopped from D to B without C recording anything. That’s highly
suspicious and often a sign of header forgery.

Failure is always an option
Inevitably, here’s where things get disappointing.
As we’ve seen so far, spam filtering can be exceptionally complex.

•Chain reasonableness. As we travel from D to C to B to A … is the path the
message took “reasonable”? Did the message appear to take an
unnecessary trip through a foreign server? Once again, that’s a possible
sign of header forgery and spam.

And it can also be wrong.
Depending on the sophistication of the spam filter, depending on its ability to
adapt not only to new spam as spammers try to weasel their way around the
filter, but also to individual user preferences, and depending on its ability to do
its job in a reasonable amount of time, spam filters run the range from pretty
darned good (but not perfect), to relatively pointless.

These are just examples, and made up ones at that. But they should give you
some idea of the analysis that’s possible when spam filters review the headers
you don’t normally see.

Some spam will make it through. And some “ham” (legitimate mail – the
opposite of spam) will occasionally end up in the spam folder.

SPF and DKIM
SPF and DKIM are alternately competing and cooperating standards that
control aspects of mail content and delivery. As a (very gross) over
generalization:

Dealing with spam
My recommendation for dealing with spam remains as it has for some time:

• SPF – Sender Policy Framework – is mostly about identifying servers that
are allowed to originate email for given email domains. For example,
only Yahoo! servers can originate email from Yahoo! email addresses,
and Yahoo! has stated that anything not matching that should be
considered spam.

• Train your email program or service’s spam filter: mark spam as spam, and
make sure to mark those false positives you find in the spam folder as notspam.
• Never reply to spam.
• Never try to unsubscribe from spam. (If you asked for the email by
subscribing, then it’s not spam, and “unsubscribe” is the right way to stop
it.)

• DKIM – Domain Keys Identified Mail – is mostly about using encryption and
digital signatures to authenticate that the claimed sender of a message
is the real sender of that message, and possibly also that the message
content has not been tampered with. If the confirmation fails, that’s a
possible sign of spam.

And above all, don’t let spam stress you out. It’s a normal, every-day fact of life
on today’s internet.

Training
One of the most potentially confusing things about spam filtering is, as I said
earlier, what’s spam to you might not be spam to me – literally.
When we “mark as spam” in many email programs and on many email services,
what we’re really saying is “Email like this is spam to me.”
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LastPass uses one of the most secure encryption techniques in the world,
called hashing with salt.
The “salt” is a code that’s generated using a cryptography tool – a sort of
advanced random number generator created specifically for security, if you will.
These tools create completely unpredictable codes when you create your
master password.

LastPass Is Breached: Do You Need To Change Your
Master Password?

What happens when you create your account is the password is “hashed”
using one of these randomly generated (and very long) “salt” numbers. These
are never reused – they’re unique for every user and every password. Finally, in
the user account table, you’ll find only the salt and the hash.

By Ryan Dube
If you’re one of the thousands of LastPass users who’ve felt very secure using
the Internet thanks to promises of nearly unbreakable security, you may feel a
little less secure knowing that on June 15th, the company announced that they
detected an intrusion into their servers.

The actual text version of your master password is never stored on LastPass
servers, so hackers don’t have access to it. All they were able to obtain in this
intrusion are these random salts, and the encoded hashes.

LastPass initially sent an email notice to users advising them that the company
had detected “suspicious activity” on LastPass servers, and that user email
addresses and password reminders had been compromised.

So, the only way LastPass (or anyone) can validate your password is:

The company assured users that no encrypted vault data had been
compromised, but since the hashed user passwords had been obtained, the
company advised users to update their master passwords, just to be safe.

.

Retrieve the hash and salt from the user table.

.

Use the salt on the password the user types in, hashing it using the
same hash function that was used when the password was generated.

The LastPass Hack Explained

.

The resulting hash gets compared to the stored hash to see if it’s a
match.

This isn’t the first time LastPass users have been concerned about hackers.
Last year, we interviewed LastPass CEO Joe Siegrist following the Heartbleed
threat, where his reassurances set users’ fears at ease.

These days, hackers are able to generate billions of hashes per second, so why
can’t a hacker just use brute-force to crack these passwords? This extra
security is thanks to slow-hashing.

This latest breach took place late the week before the announcement. By the
time it was detected and identified as a security intrusion, the attackers had
gotten away with user email addresses, password reminder questions/answers,
hashed user passwords and cryptographic salts.

Why Slow-Hashing Protects You
In an attack like this, it’s really the slow-hashing part of LastPass security that
really protects you.

The good news is that the security of the LastPass system was designed to
withstand such attacks. The only way to access your plain-text passwords
would be for the hackers to decrypt the well-secured master passwords.
Due to the mechanism used to encrypt your master password, it would take
massive amounts of computer resources to decrypt it – resources that most
small or mid-level hackers don’t have access to.
The reason you’re so protected when you use LastPass is because that
mechanism that makes the master password so hard to obtain is called “slow
hashing” or “hashing with salt.”
How Hashing Works
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So, unless they can somehow hack into your email account in addition to
decrypting a nearly uncrackable algorithm, you really have nothing at all to
worry about.
Should I Change My Master Password?
Whether or not you want to change your master password really boils down to
how paranoid or unlucky you feel. If you think you may be the one unlucky
person who has their password cracked by talented hackers who are able to
somehow decipher through LastPass’s 100,000 round hashing routine and a
salt code that’s unique just to you?

On top of that, LastPass doesn’t just run the hash algorithm once, they run it
thousands of times on your computer, and then again on the server.
Here’s how LastPass explained its own process to users in a blog post
following this latest attack:

By all means, if you worry about such things, change your password just for
peace of mind. It’ll mean that at least your salt and hash, in the hands of
hackers, becomes useless.

“We hash both the username and master password on the user’s computer
with 5,000 rounds of PBKDF2-SHA256, a password strengthening
algorithm. That creates a key, on which we perform another round of
hashing, to generate the master password authentication hash.”

However, there are security experts out there who are not at all concerned,
such as security expert Jeremi Gosney over at Structure Group who told
reporters:

The LastPass Help Desk has a post that describes how LastPass utilizes slowhashing:

“The default is 5,000 iterations, so at a minimum we’re looking at 105,000
iterations. I actually have mine set to 65,000 iterations, so that’s a total of
165,000 iterations protecting my Diceware passphrase. So no, I’m definitely
not sweating this breach. I don’t even feel compelled to change my master
password.”

LastPass has opted to use SHA-256, a slower hashing algorithm that
provides more protection against brute-force attacks. LastPass utilizes the
PBKDF2 function implemented with SHA-256 to turn your master password
into your encryption key.
What this means is that despite this recent security breach, your passwords are
pretty much still very secure, even though your email address isn’t.

The only real concern you should have about this data breach is that hackers
now have your email address, which they could use to conduct mass phishing
expeditions to try and trick people into giving up their various account
passwords – or maybe they may do something as mundane as selling all of
those user emails to spammers on the black market.

What If My Password Is Weak?
There is one excellent point brought up on the LastPass blog concerning weak
passwords. Many users are concerned that they didn’t dream up a unique
enough password, and that these hackers will be able to guess it without very
much eﬀort.

The bottom line is that the risk from this security intrusion remains minimal,
thanks to the overwhelming security of the LastPass system. But common
sense says that any time hackers have obtained your account details – even
protected through thousands of advanced cryptographic iterations – it’s always
good to change your master password, even if it is for peace of mind.

There is also the remote risk that your account is one of those that hackers are
wasting their time trying to decrypt, and there’s always the remote possibility
that they could successfully obtain your master password. What then?
The bottom line is that all of that eﬀort would be wasted, since logging in from
another device requires verification via email – your email – before access is
granted. From the LastPass blog:
“If the attacker attempted to get access to your data by using these
credentials to log into your LastPass account, they’d be stopped by a
notification asking them to first verify their email address.”
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The explanation of iCloud Drive and how it works was finally clarified for me. I
kept thinking that it was exactly like DropBox but it’s not. There is no drive to
download. I can only see what is on my iCloud Drive within apps that can open
and save documents in Apple applications such as Pages, Keynote, and so on.
It’s a folder whose content appear identically on every Mac, iPhone, and iPad.
It’s an online disc that Apple gives you with 5 gigabytes of free data, or more if
you’re willing to pay.

BOOK REVIEW
By Maria O. Arguello

OS X Yosemite: iPhone: The Missing Manual
Author and Publisher: David Pogue - O’Reilly Press
ISBN: 91-491-94714-2
Number of pages: 628
US Price: $24.99
Date: July 2015
Level: Advanced-Intermediate, Advanced

For iPhone users who have had an iPhone since the first one was released, you
may want to delve deeper into some apps or even find shortcuts to make your
work more eﬃcient and your experience more enjoyable. I always find useful
and new information in the books. The use of Siri comes to mind. There are
several pages of commands for Siri that are very funny and others that are
practical. The graphics are in full color. I highly recommend this book.

Finding an up-to-the-minute book about the iPhone is diﬃcult since Apple
updates the iPhone software fairly often, but this book is a good resource to get
you started. The current iOS 8.3, released in April, 2015, is not covered
because the book was published in 2014. This latest iOS includes improved
performance, bug fixes, and a redesigned Emoji keyboard. It also improves
performance for App Launch, App responsiveness, Messages, Wi-Fi, Control
center, Safari Tabs, 3rd-party keyboards, Keyboard shortcuts, Continuity and
Handoﬀ.

Pros: A must for your home library.
Cons: Based on iOS 8.0 and may be less helpful for users of later versions.

Maria O. Arguello has
been a devoted
MLMUG member since
1997 and a Mac user
since 1984. She uses
her teaching skills to
lecture on the Mac,
iPad, and iPhone.

The Missing Manual series is a superbly written, witty, and easy to understand
series of books. You always find whatever topic you’re looking for with the
masterfully handcrafted Index, cross-referenced to specific pages. There is so
much to understand and master on the iPhone that I typically need several
years, several iPhones, and numerous iOS updates before I can take advantage
of the many features that each new release brings.
I give lectures for my community and I use the book to prepare my lessons. A
one-hour lecture barely scratches the surface, so I have to oﬀer many more
lectures to cover all that I want. I always highly recommend the book.
The book is organized into five comprehensive parts:
•The iPhone as a phone
• Pix, Flix & Apps
• The iPhone Online
• Connections
• Appendixes
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Integration (MFI). The Stanford University Artificial Intelligence Laboratory was a
pioneer in hand-eye coordination MFI for robotic arms in manufacturing.

AI and Humans

New MFI initiatives draw on all areas of AI theory and on new theories in
neuroscience. Inventors are developing new MFI applications for the Internet of
Things, augmented reality wearables, smooth gestural interfaces for iDevices,
and coordination of robot teams, among other purposes. The 2014 IEEE
Conference on the topic fielded 136 papers.

Pinch Hitter
By Kathy Garges

Developments in MFI could help humans with impairments like DTD function
more normally and could expand the limits of our senses in as yet unimaginable
ways. Innovative wearables with new sensory functions do not necessarily have
“AI inside,” at least not yet, but these devices so transform human sensory
perception that the combined human-technology result is arguably a form of
artificial intelligence.

If you hear a sports event playing on television in a diﬀerent room, can you tell
by the sound of the crowd whether it’s basketball, football or baseball? If
someone blindfolded you and led you into a sports arena, would you be able to
tell by the heat of the sunlight on your skin and the smell of hot dogs and
mustard that you were at a baseball game?

Neuroscientist David Eagleman, creator of the forthcoming PBS television
series “The Brain,” is using the human brain’s ability to process non-auditory
data through the part of the brain that analyzes sound input to develop a smart
vest for the deaf. The vest translates sound in the environment into patterns of
vibration that, over time and without conscious eﬀort, the wearer’s brain learns
to perceive directly as the equivalent of auditory information.

One of our human senses often confirms the information from another. One of
our senses often pinch hits for another that’s unavailable. Recently,
neuroscientists have discovered exciting new information about human senses
we didn’t know we had, and about how our senses cooperate with one another
or substitute for one another.
For example, a grid-cell system was discovered in the brains of rats about ten
years ago, and more recently it has been found to exist in several other
mammals. This system may also exist in humans, allowing us to navigate in the
pitch dark in a familiar environment, like our homes on a dark and stormy night
when the electricity is out. A team led by Vanderbilt University psychology
professor Timothy McNamara used an immersive virtual reality experiment to
show that human brains behave the same way as rat brains in similar
experiments, suggesting that our brains contain the same grid-cell system.

NASA is using Microsoft’s HoloLens, which overlays transparent holograms on
a human’s visual field, in an initiative called Sidekick. An earthbound adviser will
be able to see what an astronaut on the International Space Station sees and
then communicate guidance by annotating comments in the astronaut’s visual
field. HoloLens will also superimpose holographic illustrations on the
astronaut’s field of vision to simplify task instructions.
A human pinch hitter in baseball is often a better batter than the replaced
player. AI advances in MFI (in external, wearable or implanted form) will be
available to augment biological human senses to expand the limits of natural
perception or to add new kinds of perception in all areas of human endeavor,
including sports. Will we allow baseball players to “pinch hit” their biological
senses with HoloLens or other AI to enhance athletic performance in
competition?

Using a diﬀerent approach to investigate the human ability to navigate, another
neuroscientist, Giuseppe Iaria at the University of Calgary, has identified a rare
human condition, Developmental Topographical Disorientation (DTD), in which
the brain is unable to form maps of the environment. Those who suﬀer DTD can
get lost in their own neighborhoods and inside their own homes. A team led by
Arne Ekstrom, a cognitive neuroscientist at the University of California, Davis, is
using virtual reality simulations to try to determine what causes the malfunction.

Sources and additional information:
David Salisbury, “Our Brains Work Like Bats’ To Navigate the Dark,” June 12,
2015, http://tinyurl.com/pgrfqwh

Designing artificial intelligence that includes cooperation and backup of
diﬀerent kinds of sensor information to mimic human functions has been
important for decades. This area of AI is known as Multisensor Fusion and
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Xiaoli Chen, Qiliang He, Jonathan W. Kelly, Ila R. Fiete, Timothy P. McNamara,
“Bias in Human Path Integration Is Predicted by Properties of Grid Cells,”
Abstract, Current Biology, June 11, 2015, DOI: 10.1016/j.cub.2015.05.031,
tinyurl.com/pl2kzdr
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2. Under the Apple ID username,
choose “Password Settings” *
3.Under the ‘Free Downloads’
section, toggle the switch for
“Require Password” to the OFF
position
4. Exit Settings as usual, users
can download free apps with the
“Get” button in the App Store
without having to enter a
password

Katherine Foley, “When the Brain Can’t Make Its Own Maps,” The Atlantic, May
18, 2015, tinyurl.com/nrpmvux
Multisensor Fusion and Information Integration for Intelligent Systems (MFI),
2014 International Conference on, IEEE, tinyurl.com/oonawhs
David Eagleman, “Can we create new senses for humans?,” TED, March 2015,
tinyurl.com/qh2y5dm

This has no impact on downloading
paid apps or making in-app
purchases, which should always be
password protected to prevent
unauthorized transactions on an
iTunes Account (you can also just
turn oﬀ in-app purchases in iOS
too).

Jeremy Quach, “NASA and Microsoft using HoloLens technology to assist
astronauts,” SiliconBeat, June 25, 2015, tinyurl.com/opfvpv7

The following article was posted to osxdaily.com on May 24, 2015. tinyurl.com/
psa8azr. © OSX Daily. Try the site. Lots of tips and good info.

* For devices configured with parental control restrictions, you will find these
options as part of the General > Restrictions settings.

Allow Free App Downloads Without Password Entry
In iOS

Note this settings option is not available if you use Touch ID for password entry
and device unlocking. It becomes available if you disable Touch ID, but Touch
ID is usually a much better security mechanism than a simple password entry,
so for iPhones that would not be recommended, though it could be valid for
some shared iPads.

Apps You have likely noticed that downloading a free app
from the iOS App Store triggers the ‘Enter Password’
dialog screen on an iPhone, iPad, or iPod touch. While this
is a valid precaution to prevent unauthorized users from
installing apps onto an iOS device, it’s not always desired,
particularly for shared iPads and iOS devices used by
multiple users and kids.

How useful this is likely depends on how the iPad, iPhone, or iPod touch is
used, and for some situations this can be incredibly helpful, particularly for
devices shared by families and kids.

With the help of a simple settings adjustment, you can prevent iOS from
requesting a password to download a free app, while still maintaining the
password requirement for downloading paid apps.
How to Stop Password Requests to Download Free Apps in iOS
The iPhone, iPad, or iPod touch must be on the newest version of iOS to have
access to this feature:
1. Open the Settings app and head to “iTunes & App Store”
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